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Rose's go-to man gets athletic opportunity 
Presidential assistant, Geoff Polglase takes new position as associate director of athletics 
BY DAVID CLF.MENTSON 
staff writer 
Monday morning, |MU 
President Linwood Rose's as- 
sistant of that' years started a 
new job as JMU associate ath- 
letic director. 
Geoffrey Polglase served as 
assistant to the president since 
Rose first took office in 1998, 
helping him "with day-to-day 
things," according to Polglase. 
He replaces Dennis Byers, 
the former associate athletic di- 
rector for external operations. 
Byers announced his resigna- 
tion earlier this summer and 
said there were "differences in 
philosophies of how things 
were going/' 
According to Athletic Direc- 
tor Jeff Bourne, "[Byers'l effec- 
tive date of leaving was not un- 
til August 31." 
According to Polglase, he ex- 
pressed interest in the position 
when it became available. 
The Athletics Department 
was recently restructured by 
changing titles and positions, 
according to Bourne. 
"Following Mr. Byers' resig- 
nation, Mr. Bourne thought 
about the future of the program 
and who might help him in ful- 
filling our potential," Rose said. 
"I agree that he found a good 
person in Geoff Polglase." 
Polglase is now the associate 
athletics director for develop- 
ment and marketing. 
"Athletic development in- 
volves all the private fundrais- 
ing," said Polglase. A lot of that 
66 
/ believe that he has 
always had a special 
interest in athletic 
administration. 
— Linwood Rose 
JMU President 
59 
fund rasing will be tied with the 
Duke Club. 
He said his job will encom- 
pass three main areas: fundrais- 
inc, marketing and media. 
"Those things axe all consistent 
with my professional interests," 
Polglase said. 
Athletic promotion and fund 
raising are familiar to Polglase, 
who did similar work at the 
University of Richmond after 
graduating from JMU. 
"I worked in sports informa- 
tion as a student," Polglase said. 
Three years after graduating, 
he coordinated athletic media 
relations and marketing at 
Richmond. "I believe that he 
has always had a spedal inter- 
est in athletic administration," 
Rose said 
Polglase said, "It was a natur- 
al fit when the position came 
open to match my previous inter- 
ests with the university. It has me 
positioned |to make JMU] as suc- 
cessful as possible. There's a lot of 
work to do, but I've been at the 
university for 11 years. Ifs where 
1 went to school." 
Bourne said, "[Polglase) is 
very knowledgeable about ath- 
letics. 1 think Geoff will do a very 
good job. It's a perfect fit. I'm 
very very glad to have him." 
Byers said, "I think he'll do a 
terrific job because he's very de- 
tail-oriented. I think he'll do re- 
ally well in that position." 
"[ROSEJ was supportive of 
this," Polglase said. 
Rose said, "For the past three 
years, Geoff and I have had the 
opportunity to work closely to- 
gether. I have appreciated the 
talents he brought to his respon- 
sibilities and now he will have a 
new venue in which to apply 
them. 1 have little doubt that he 
will be successful." 
Bourne said he discussed the 
position with Rose. 
The Athletics Department 
decided to hold the position 
vacant for a number of months 
to evaluate the responsibilities 
of the associate athletic direc- 
tor, according to Bourne. He 
said the department decided to 
do an internal relocation to fill 
the position. 
As assistant to the president 
see POLGLASE page 5 
Both sides of the Gov. story 
JMU political groups gear up for Va. gubernatorial race 
Virginia Elections 2001 
EARLEY: 
GOVERNOR 
• Create compctkiw salaries for 
college and university faculty. 
•Create public-private panersh 
for school construction. 
(Into obtained from u I mar**t*Hycom and * 
BY NICK VILLANI 
contributing writer 
With the Virginia Gubernatorial 
Election only two months away, the 
political groups at JMU are preparing 
to spring into action. 
By encouraging voter registration 
and spreading their candidate's mes- 
sage, these organiza- 
tions plan to make a 
difference        come 
Election Day. 
The race for 
governor pits Re- 
publican Mark L. 
Earley against De- 
mocrat Mark R. 
Warner, as current 
governor |ames 
Gilmore moves 




College Republi-     
cans and Democrats 
are working for their 
respective candi- 
dates before the Nov. 6 election. 
JMU College Democrats are join- 
ing other chapters from Mary Wash- 
ington College, George Mason Uni- 
<TMtv College of William & Mary 
and Virginia Tech for a campaign day 
Oct. 27 to 28 in Fredericksburg, ac- 
cording to junior David Crain of the 
College Democrats. 
Each chapter belongs to the Vir- 
ginia Federation of College Democ- 
rats, Crain said. 
-46— 
Our goal is not just to 
turn people Democrat, 
but to get people more 
active in politics. 
— Lynette Diaz 
JMU College Democrat leader 
— 99 
Crain said his group will be help- 
ing candidate Bill Jones in his cam- 
paign for state delegate in Freder- 
icksburg, but the main focus is the 
gubernatorial race. 
This Saturday there will be a "Re- 
publican Victor)' Rally"  in Court 
Square, sponsored by the College Re- 
publicans, accord- 
ing to senior mem- 
ber Jeremy Kohler. 
Earley, Attorney 
General     candi- 
date Jerry Kilgore 
and     Lieutenant 
Governor candi- 
date Jay  Katzen 
are scheduled to 
attend. 
Both political 
groups stress the 
importance of get- 
ting students reg- 
istered to vote. 
Junior Lynette 
Diaz,   leader  of 
JMU's chapter of 
the College De- 
mocrats, said she wants students 
to get out and vote regardless of 
whom they are voting For. 
"Our goal is not just to rum peo- 
ple Democrat, but to get people more 
active in politics," Diaz said. 
She said the College Democrats 
are not necessarily trying to get 
each person to become an activist, 
but rather encouraging each to vote. 
see KEPUBUCASS, page 5 
MI-XillAN ML'WHY/uit rfiiriio. 




Solutions: Programs including 
Workforce Training Fund, 
Workforce Services — Retraining 
Initiative. Community College 
Noncredit and Industry Related 
Programs and Technical Training 
and Apprenticeships 
Issue: Transportation 
Solutions: Investment, innova- 
tion, reform, technology, coopera- 
tion and alternatives 
Mark Warner 
Issue: Economy 
Solutions Build and retain a 
quality workforce, strengthen qual- 
ity of We, maintain a strong busi- 
ness climate, attract regional eco- 
nomic cooperation, develop a 
strategic economic plan imple- 
ment a Governor's Economic 
Crisis Strike Force, promote rural 
economic growth, target invest- 
ment efforts, protect Virginia's 
traditional industries, grow exist- 
ing Virginia small businesses, 
promote tourism. 
Issue: Transportation 
Solutions: Provide long-range 
planning, provide a more cost 
effective approach to spending 
transportation dollars, promote rail 
& mass transit, promote the Port 
of Virginia, promote telecommut- 
ing,cooperate with neighboring 
states, better relate highway and 
transit planning, construction and 
maintenance practices to help 
address community, environmen- 
tal and quality of life goals 
NTC customers urge results 
Company works to keep up with phone, cable, ethernet 
demands as residents experience technology troubles 
BY REBEKAH PORTER 
contributing writer 
A number of students living 
off campus experienced diffi- 
cult^ with their phone, cable 
and ethernet service upon 
moving in this fall. 
Residents of certain apart- 
ment complexes dealt with dif- 
ficulties including incorrect 
phone numbers, the inability to 
access the JMU network, lack 
of cable service and problems 
with their voice mail systems. 
Some students also felt that 
they were unable to 
contact their service 
providers and that 
their mainte- 
nance requests 
were not han- # 
died efficiently. 
Junior Amy 
Shissler, a resi- 
dent of the Com- 
mons, said she 
placed five work or- 
ders in BUM 
days in an at- 
tempt to get her 
phone service ac- 
tivated. 
"They 
didn't    do   any- 
thing    until    my 
roommate wrote a 
nasty   e-mail,"  she 
said. 
NTC Communications is 
the primary provider of indi- 
vidual student network access, 
Internet access, local and long 
distance telephone services 
and cable television program- 
ming at several local apartment 
complexes. The apartment 
complexes NTC serves are the 
Commons, Stone Gate, South 
View, Sunchase, Foxhill Town- 
homes, Pheasant Run Town- 
homes, and Olde Mill Village. 
Students living in these apart- 
ments and townhomes are re- 
quired to use NTC for all 
their services except for 
phone ser- 
vices, which can vary. 
Kathy Sarver, coordinator 
for JMU Office of Off Campus 
Life, said there was a signifi- 
cant amount student criticism 
concerning NTC this year. "We 
have been getting quite a few 
complaints," she said. Sarver 
also mentioned tenants report- 
ing problems over the phone 
were "very frustrated to be get- 
ting rruchines." 
BenJOf Mike Burton, a resi- 
dent of the Commons, said he 
had phone cable troubles and 
experienced difficulty getting 
through to NTC to complain. "I 
had to call at eight in the morn- 
ing to get through," he said. 
His cable was installed a 
week after it was 
promised, he said. 
Senior Megan Wein- 
rich, a resident of Sunchase, 
said she had phone difficul- 
ties.  "I   never had   these 
problems in the other two 
years," she said. 
Senior Miranda 
Heymer, a resident of the 
Commons, said she had 
trouble with a crossed 
phone line. "My phone 
would ring, and when I 
answered it 1 could hear 
*r NEW, pap 5 
Running the rebels out of town 
ROBERT NATT//irii!ft»«/ii»»f 
No. 15, sophomore Abby Karplnskl, attempts to Mock a shot by a University of 
Mississippi player. Karplnskl's goal gave the Dukes their 1-0 victory over the 
Rebels. The Dukes host University of Tennessee Friday at 7:30 p.m. In the 
JMU ' Comfort Inn Invitational 
2 ITIIK BREEZE I THURSDAY, SEPT. 6, 2(K)1 
Thursday, September 6, 2001 
DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6 
• Bdpti*>t Student Union Lirge group praiM.* and worship. 5:30 
p.m.. Baptist Student Center on the comer of dntrell Avenue 
and Main Street, contact Archie at 434-6822. 
• Young Democratic Socialist (YDS-JMU) general meeting, 8 
p.m., Taylor 309, contact Aaron or Adam at 433-64H or vW 
unite jmu.fttu/orgtA/oungdemsoc. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 
• Baptist Student Union New Testament Creek Bible 




E-mail fames of 77ii* Breeze at davidjl with the information 
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.) 
Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for 
a Thursday issue. 
POLICE LOG 
Bi KIM MCKENZIE 
police reporter 
Christopher P Procopio, 19. of Moseley. was 
arrested and charged with indecent exposure 
on Devon Lane Sept I at I2:0t a.m. 
The subject was allegedly unnaling in public. 
In o»ier matters, campus potce report the lolow- 
Violence to Persons 
• A student was judicially relerred lor violence lo 
persons The subject reportedy made threats to 
another student through a computer Sept 4 at 
1:36 am. 
Grand Larceny 
•. A Gateway computer and numerous items of 
clothing were removed Irom a storage area in 
Ihe basement of the Sigma Sigma Sigma 
house 
The larceny reportedy occurred sometime 
between May and August The report was liled 
Sept 3 at 3:05 p.m. 
• A mountain bike was removed from the R24ot. 
The incident reportedly occurred Sept. 3 some- 
time between 4 45 and 6 p.m 
Petty Larceny 
• A JAC card and a pair of glasses were report- 
ed missing from Wayland Hall. The incident 
reportedy occured between Aug 31 at 9 p.m. 
and Sept. 2 at 8 p.m 
Underage Possession J Alcohol 
Criminal 
• Retd D Adams. 18, of vlrgroa Beach was 
arrested and charged with underage posses- 
sion of alcohol al the Godwin bus stop Sept 1 
at 12:26 a.m. 
• Justin G. Coaban was arrested and charged 
wrth underage possession ol alcohol al the inter- 
section of Bkiestone Drive and Duke Drive Sept. 
1 at1:53a.m 
• Alison M. Vanpotten, 18, of Hemdon, was 
arrested and charged with underage posses- 
sion ol alcohol al Newman Lake Sept. 1 al 2:50 
am. 
• Jonathan J. Byk of Walchung, N.J., was 
arrested and charged with underage posses- 
sion of alcohol al Warren HaH Sept 1 at 2:59 
a.m. 
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How to place a classified Come lo The Breeze 
office weekdays between 8 am and 5 p.m. 
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each 
additional 10 words; boxed classified. $10 per col- 
umn inch. 
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon 
Tuesday ior Thursday issue 
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The 
Breeze office 
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442-4800 
MOVG up to Sunchase & leave typical student housing behind!     ^ H 
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vU£WS 
L A time to get organized 
Students had the opportunity to 
find out about all the clubs and 
organizations on campus Monday 
see below 
V «K\ 
"I am really surprised by 
how many student-run 










The Washington Post 
BELFAST, Northern Ireland — 
Elementary school girls In 
pleated blue skirts and 
starched white blouses learned 
a lesson in hate on the way to 
class Tuesday morning as 
neighbors pelted them with 
curses, stones and spittle — all 
because the children walked 
down a Protestant street to get 
to their Catholic school. 
Sobbing, hiding their faces, 
clinging desperately to moth- 
ers arms, the students of 
Holy Cross Girls Primary 
School, from 3 to 10 years 
old, strode warily through a 
storm of sectarian rage, their 
pathway flanked by hundreds 
of riot police and armed 
British soldiers 
"It's a microcosm of the big- 
otry and tribalism of Northern 
Ireland," lamented the school 
principal, Anne Tanney. 
On Tuesday a pipe bomb 
loudly exploded on Upper 
Ardoyne Avenue in the North 
Belfast neighborhood just 
before the children came by, 
injuring one officer and prompt- 
ing new bursts ol tears from 
the schoolgirls. Police said the 
bomb was evidently thrown by 
a Protestant activist. 
see IRISH, page 4 
National 
Experts see growing 
beach crowds as 
factor In shark attacks 
BY ERIC PIANIN 
77M- Washington Post 
Sometimes rt has been a case 
of mistaken Identity: A sandbar 
shark takes a bite out of swim- 
mer's flailing hand or leg, think- 
ing It's a fish. Other times an 
ornery bull shark lurking in a 
murky estuary has literally 
stalked human prey. 
Unprovoked shark attacks 
Otr humans in the United 
Spies and overseas have 
sW'ply risen during the past 
jfl^years — reaching an all- 
Ujrio high of 79 last year, 
Including 51 in this country — 
tire leveling off to 50 so far 
year. Fatal encounters with 
rks are far more rare, yet 
Siven so, there have been 
hree deaths this year world- 
Wide (including two In the 
United States), compared to 
■10 last year, according to the 
International Shark Attack File 
Ri the Florida Museum of 
atural History. 
! Paradoxically, the increased 
number of attacks has cc-ncid- 
KJ with a sharp decline in the 
bopulation of sharks, which 
lave fallen victim to commer- 
cial fishing and quirks in their 
reproductive systems that limit 
their offspring. 
see BITING, page 4 
Virginia 
Watermen fight tide 
BY JUDY SARASOHN 
The Washington Post 
TANGIER ISLAND, va. — irs 
M a.m., hours before the sun 
will edge over the horizon, and 
'J.W. Eskrldge s worries are 
waiting for him on the docks. 
I In one slip, his two-year-old 
boat, Rebecca Jean, sits 
Idle. Next to his small, white 
ib house, hundreds of crab 
is are neatly stacked, wait- 
ing to be used this season 
For a crabber, Ihese are the 
basic tools of the trade, and 
Eskrldge does a slow burn 
ach day he has to pass 
(hem by. 
I Since eighth grade, vhen he 
Saved $2,000 to buy his first 
60 pots, Eskridge has worked 
In the Virginia waters of the 
Chesapeake Bay catching 
hard crabs. 
: But this summer, his 22nd, 
|s different. 
; With a freeze on new 
waterman's licenses, he 
Couldn't find a mate to help 
him set and check his 300 
pots. Then stale regulators 
Outlawed hard crabbing and 
using pots to calch peeler 
crabs on Wednesdays lor 
most of the summer. 
; So he's left his big boat and 
his pots at the docks while he 
fakes his small, battered skiff 
Out and scrapes for soft-shell 
and peeler crabs in the grass- 
bottomed shallows around 
the island. 
| set REGULATIONS, page 7 
Clubbin' on the commons 
A chance to learn 
about campus clubs 
BY KATE SNYDER 
staff writer 
Nearly 170 clubs participat- 
ed in Student Organization 
Night on the commons and 
Warren patio Monday. Loud 
music and free food brought 
together thousands of students 
in search of information about 
the wide variety of groups rep- 
resented on campus. 
"I am really surprised by 
how many student-run orgam- 
zations arc at JMU," freshman 
Heather McLaughlin said. "I 
really want to get involved this 
year and am especially excited 
about the Christian groups, like 
Inter Varsity." 
Newer groups, such as 
Madison Motor Sports, gained 
membership for the first time, 
while the veterans, including 
the University Program Board 
and the Student Government 
Association, continued to 
attract recruits. 
The Breakdancing Club 
gained attention with music 
and live performers. Juniors 
Mark Harmon and Mike Walsh 
said they   were   particularly 
impressed with the 
Breakdancing Club's set up and 
considered joining. 
A capella and comedy 
groups, including Note-oriety 
and New and Improv'd, 
seemed pleased with their 
turnout. "We are excited about 
the new people coming to audi- 
tion," said Bill Howardi of New 
and Improv'd. "Hopefully, we'll 
find some great talent to really 
add to our group." 
Club sports teams were well 
represented, and many students 
siid they were surprised at all 
the various opportunities 
offered. Ultimate Frisbee, cav- 
ing and fencing in particular 
gained a lot of attention from 
inquisitive students. 
Greek life        spread 
throughout the commons, 
offering information on how 
to rush an array of fraterni- 
ties, including business, 
honor and ethnic organiza- 
tions, as well as social frater- 
nities and sororities. 
Campus publications were 
also represented. "Our goal 
for    Student     Organization 
Night is to attract new writers, 
people with ideas and opin- 
ions, and those from different 
walks of life," said senior 
Jeremy Kohler, editor of The 
Madison Review, a conserva- 
tive student magazine. 
The event, sponsored by 
Student Organization Services, 
was a success, according to 
Katie Morrow, coordinator of 
clubs and organizations for 
Student Organization Services. 
"One very exciting thing 
about Student Organization 
Night is that it's a great way to 
kick off group events," 
Morrow said. "Most clubs gain 
membership from this night 
and then hold auditions, try- 
outs and meetings within the 
week. It's a really great way 
for all students to get involved 
quickly," she said. 
SOS offers a second S.O.N. at 
the start of the Spring semester 
For more information on clubs 
and organizations on campus, 
students can contact the Office 
of Student Organization 
Services at wttnc.jmuedu/ucen- 
tcr/sos. 
C\Kl N M PHI it\t<f\tiift photoqrtiphfr 
Freshman Emily Shield signs up for club information as Jun- 
iors Brooke Ashcraft and Katy Zibeil look on. Nearly 170 
clubs and organizations were represented Monday. 
Club sports get time in the spotlight 
Second night on commons dedicated solely to club sports teams 
KAREN KVPFUAN/sHifJphHogriiphrr 
Junior Karly Arrington, left, and sophomores Brandl Wright, 
Laura Sullivan and Katrina Sanford work the club volleyball 
tables on Monday. 
BY KYRA PAPAFIL 
contributing writer 
Walking out of D-hall at din- 
ner time Tuesday, students 
were met with swarms of peo- 
ple manning tables. But wait — 
wasn't Student Organization 
Night on Monday? The scene 
they were faced with was actu- 
ally Club Sports Night. 
Club Sports Night (C.S.N.) 
was an opportunity for stu- 
dents who missed club sports 
in the shuffle of SON. to sign 
up for one of the 32 club sports 
offered at JMU. 
"It was an effort to give 
sports clubs a night of their 
own, since they could have 
gotten lost in the pandemoni- 
um of (S.O.N.)," said junior Jeff 
Burke, president of the 
Triathlon Club. 
Club sports were disap- 
pointed to find themselves sit- 
uated behind Taylor I lall when 
S.O.N. rolled around last 
September, according to senior 
Matt Heck, Sports Club 
Council (SCC) vice president. 
"I think [Student Organization 
Services] wanted to give us a 
little more attention this year," 
he said. 
After sports clubs faced dis- 
appointing sign ups at last 
year's S.O.N., which they 
attributed to location, the SCC 
decided that following S.O.N. 
2001, sports clubs would also 
have a night of their own to 
man the commons 
Much to their delight, club 
sports teams this year found 
themselves at the center of 
the commons for S.O.N., 
making their sign-up efforts 
much more successful, 
according to SCC President 
Lisa Janz, a senior. However, 
club sports still had the 
opportunity 
to   recruit   at 6 6 ~ 





get stuck in 
the back, and 
with 300+ 
clubs; you can 




up  after   it's 
too late in the season. This way 
we will be more visible." 
Signing up for try outs on 
the sports-only night was aajitt 
for sophomore Megan 
McCarthy. "(The commons 
were) really crowded last night 
and last year I missed sign 
ups/' she said. 
Club athletes said they 
felt they benefited from the 
night on the commons. 
"Having a separate night 
just for club sports also 
allowed the different club 
teams to interact more with 
one another on the commons," 
Heck said. "Usually the only 
inter-team interaction is 
between the team presidents at 
SCC meetings." 
Women's club soccer vice 
president Natalie Gurson, a 
sophomore, said the team wel- 
comes play- 
   ers to prac- 
tice at any 
time to pre- 
pare for sec- 
ond semes- 
ter, but 
when   they 
sign  up in 
the        tall, 
— Lisa JanZ they have a 
senior. SCC president better 




Many students on the com- 
mons Tuesday said they were 
happy their chances to sign up 
for   the  sport   of  their choice 
didn't disappear with the end 
of SON- 
"I was very pleased they 
had a second night to sign up," 
Ireshman Brian leatherwood 
said. "I was unaware of the 
first night and coming out of 
D-hall, I saw the sign-up tables 
for club hmhnll" 
We always have people 
sign up after it's too late in 
the season. This way we 
will be more visible. 
55 
JMU CLUB SPORTS TEAMS 
• Baseball • Field Hockey (Coed) • Men's 
Rugby/Football 
• Sports Club Council • TRUSS Student 
Organization 
• Men's Basketball • Gymnastics • Student Officials 
• Women's Association • Men's Volleyball Club 
• Women's Basketball • Men's Lacrosse Rugby/Football 
• Table Tennis • Women's Volleyball 
• Bowling • Women's Lacrosse • Running Association 
• Tae Kwon Do • Men's Water Polo 
• Captain's Council • Masters Swim • Ski Racing 
• Tennis • Women's Water Polo 
• Caving • Outing • Men's Soccer 
• Together for Track 
• Equestrian Team • Professional Recreation • Women's Soccer 
Organization • Triathlon —front the Student 
• Fencing • Women's Softball Organization Services 
• Roller Hockey • Ultimate Frisbee VJeb site 
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Irish school girls harassed 
Protestants target Catholics on their way to school 
lkl-,11   Ir.uii  IM.V  ! IK1SH. from page i 
The persistence of such enmi- 
ty helps expl.iin why the 1998 
Good Friday peace agreement, 
which seeks to end 30 years of 
violence in Northern Ireland, has 
been so hard to implement. 
Almost every time the peace 
process t.iki'v ,i step forward, 
some riot or murder or fracas in 
a city neighborhood pops up to 
sour the mood on both side-. 
Images of frightened stu- 
dents escorted to school by 
troops stir vivid memories for 
Americans, and the comparison 
hasn't been lost on the British. 
"Belfast today looks like Little 
Rock, or Mississippi," BBC tele- 
M-.UH1 reporter Ken Reid told 
his audience, referring to key 
events in the U S civil rights 
movement. "But in America, 
that's history Northern Ireland 
is living it now." 
Northern Ireland has been 
living with sectarian warfare in 
the streets for about three 
decades. The basic division is a 
political dispute exacerbated by 
religious animosity. 
Protestants here are primari- 
ly unionists — that is, they sup- 
port the existing political union 
with Britain; the Roman 
Catholics are mainly republi- 
cans, who want to break with 
Britain and merge with the 
Republic of Ireland to the south. 
The ugly street scenes 
Monday and Tuesday that 
scarred the first days of school 
for the 2.10 students of Holy 
Cross evidently stemmed from 
paNkm stirred during the nas- 
tiest summer in several years in 
this British province. "This is 
our area and they've been 
attacking it all summer," said a 
Protestant demonstrator who 
identified herself as Marie. 
"There are other ways the 
Papists can walk to school." 
Newspapers of every politi- 
cal stripe and members of the 
Protestant clergy have 
denounced the local residents 
and demanded they let the girls 
walk peacefully down Ardoyne 
Avenue, the direct and tradi- 
tional route to Holy Cross. 
David Trimble, who shared a 
Nobel Peace Prize for his work 
on the ambitious Good Friday 
agreement, issued a cautious 
statement Tuesday He said the 
situation in the neighborhood is 
"appalling" but he didn't call on 
the local Protestants to stop 
h.ir.issing the schoolgirls. 
North Belfast's representa- 
tive in the British Parliament, 
Nigel Dodds, said police, not the 
protesters, were to blame. "If we 
didn't have this excessive securi- 
ty presence. I'm sure the girls 
could walk safely to school," 
Dodds said Tuesday morning. 
The competing parties in 
Northern Ireland treat much of 
life as a zero-sum game; any- 
thing beneficial for one side is 
seen as a defeat for the other. 
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The police are 
determined to let the 
girls walk down this 
street... 
— Billy Hutchinson 
PruiiM jnl politician 
■9? 
That view was reflected in 
the comment of Billy 
Hutchinson, a prominent 
Protestant politician who joined 
the jeering protesters Tuesday 
morning: 'The police are deter- 
mined to let the girls walk down 
this street, and that would be a 
reward for the republicans." 
Much of Northern Ireland is 
segregated along religious 
lines: neighborhoods, parks, 
shops, theaters, even public 
schools In the neighborhood of 
Ardoyne, there are two publicly 
funded elementary schools 
across the street from each 
other: Holy Cross, 100 percent 
Catholic, and Whealfield 
Primary, totally Protestant 
Holy Cross was built in 1969 
by the Passionist order of 
monks on a plot of land they 
owned between two Protestant 
neighborhoods; it's about 300 
yards from the Catholic housing 
project from which its students 
come. Prominently displayed 
amid First Communion photos 
and   sports   trophies   in   the 
school's main corridor is a large 
photo of Hillary Rodham 
Clinton, who met a Holy Cross 
girl during a tour of Ireland 
For 30 years, the Holy Cross 
girls have passed along 
Ardoyne Avenue in their uni- 
forms with no trouble. But 
problems broke out on the street 
in the final days of school last 
June. Protestants were angry 
because a tricolor flag of the 
Irish Republic, a Catholic terri- 
torial symbol, was hung on one 
of the Protestant-occupied 
blocks. Attacks and counterat- 
tacks went on all summer. 
So police and soldiers turned 
out en masse on Monday, the 
first day of school. Still, the girls 
and their parents were show- 
ered with stones and abuse that 
morning. Many of the girls 
went home in tears and did not 
come back Tuesday. 
At an emergency meeting 
Monday evening, the head of 
the Passionist order, the Rev. 
Aidan Troy, in his flowing black 
monk's robe, urged Catholic 
parents to lead their children on 
a roundabout, backdoor route to 
the school, at least temporarily. 
"I suggested we turn the 
other cheek, but it was evident 
that many parents didn't agree 
with me," Troy said. That sot 
the scene for the raucous 
marches to and (mm the school 
Tuesday. Groups of parents and 
students traveled in convoy, 
with weeping schoolgirls and 
angry parents walking tensely 
through an armed cordon, 
while more than a hundred 
Protestants shouted and spat at 
them from the doorsteps 
Among the parents who 
decided to follow the normal 
route to school was Jennifer 
O'Kane. She walked the hostile 
gantlet with her daughters, 3 
and 7, at her sides. 
"If we don't do this, my 
daughters are going to believe 
that they don't have the right to 
walk down a public street to 
school," O'Kane said. 
"They are going to think it is 
normal that 3-year-old girls 
have to be afraid of their neigh- 
bors. And even in Northern 
Ireland, that is not considered 
normal. Yet." 
A biting news story: 
Many find themselves 
in dangerous waters 
Experts explain annual shark attacks on humans 
BITING, pan pagt 3 
As authorities TuesJ.n con 
tinued to sort out the details of 
two shark attacks over the 
Labor Day weekend that killed 
a 10-year-old boy in Virginia 
Beach and a young man off 
North Carolina's Outer Banks, 
experts speculated about a 
number of possible reasons for 
the attacks. 
But generally, marine biolo- 
gists and environmentalists 
pointed to the huge surge in 
the number of people flocking 
to beaches every summer and 
engaging in aquatic recreation 
in the open sea as a major 
cause of attacks. 
The more people there are in 
the water, the greater the 
chances people will come in 
contact with sharks. 
"It's almost always some 
case of mistaken identity, iiii 
Ken Goldman, a graduate stu- 
dent in fishery science at the, 
Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science. "Here the most likely 
scenario is you have a shark liv- 
ing near coastal waters. If you 
have a shark chasing bait fish in 
coastal water and the shark sees 
you kicking or the splashing of 
your hand, it bites ii 
Some have also suggested 
that more sharks are being lured 
closer to beaches by bait thrown 
into the water by fishermen and 
divers. But even if that's the 
case, some attacks are always 
inevitable, according to Erich 
Ritter, chief scientist of the 
Global Shark Attack File in 
Princeton, N.J. 
"It just happens," said Ritter. 
"You can ban shark feeding. 
You can ban whatever. People 
will still gel butt-nipped ... It's 
just a regular year." 
Sharks are ancient creatures 
that roamed the seas for more 
than 400 million years, but they 
only began to attract broad pub- 
lic attention in the 1970s, follow- 
ing the release of the movie 
"Jaws," the story of how ,i grcal 
white shark terrorized a New 
I ngl.ind vacation resort. 
Coincidentally, there was 
an increased demand for 
shark products such as meat, 
fins, cartilage, leather and 
teeth that led to the unfettered 
and often gruesome slaughter 
of countless sharks. 
With financial encourage- 
ment from the federal gov- 
ernment, fishermen began 
targeting sharks for commer- 
cial fishing. 
The population of many 
coastal shark species declined 
by 50 percent to 75 percent 
between 1970 and 1980. 
before making a modest 
comeback, according to esti- 
mates of the National Marine 
Fisheries Service. 
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You can ban shark 
feeding. You can ban 
whatever. People will 
still get butt-nipped. 
— Erich Ritter 
chief scientist of Gbhal Shark 
Attack File. Pnnceton.NJ. 
Hometown Music 
GIIIIMS, AMPS, DRUMS/ > SOUND IWMHI - www.lnrietoiiiiimutit.ref 
Unlike other fish, sharks 
have very low reproductive 
capacities. Some species don't 
mature until they are 19 or older 
and then have only a two to five 
pups once every two years, 
according to experts. 
"Often you hear that there 
must be more sharks, because 
there are more attacks." said 
Russell Dunn of the Audubon 
Society's Living Oceans 
Program. "That's not correct 
reasoning. There are fewer 
sharks now. but there is an 
increased  number  of people 
who go  to  the  beach  every 
year." 
Indeed, there are some, 
including officials of the com- 
mercial fishing industry, who 
are blaming the Labor Day 
shark attacks and another near 
fatal attack on a boy off a 
Florida beach in July on an 
increase in the shark population 
brought on by government 
imposed limits on fishing dat- 
ing back to 1993. 
"That's absolutely the rea- 
son," said Bob Spaeth, executive 
director of the Southern Off 
Shore Fishing Association in 
Florida. "We coined a phrase a 
time back: 'Eat the shark before 
the shark eats you.'... There's 
data showing there's a lot of 
sharks out there." 
There are 375 different 
species of sharks, from the huge 
white sharks prowling 
California waters to smaller 
Atlantic coastal sharks like the 
sandbar, dusky and blacktip 
sharks — and each has a differ- 
ent e.ihng behavior. 
Some feed at dawn and 
dusk, which make those times 
especially dangerous ones for 
swimmers and scuba divers. 
"What makes a white shark 
in California attack a human 
being is very different from why 
a sanbar attacks over in North 
Carolina," said John McCosker, 
a senior marine scientist with 
the California Academy of 
Sciences in San Francisco. 
"Small sharks feeding on mullet 
and other small fish might see 
splashing and someone's hand 
in the water and bit. They don't 
try to consume the people but 
sometimes the bite is at a place 
where an artery is severed." 
"By learning more about the 
behavior of each shark species, 
we can avoid the chance of 
becoming part of the food 
chain," McCosker added. 
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Bmd« Kline. 
1 Buy any Regular Sandwich 
at $2.90 
Downtown: 433-3917    ' Get Second One FR 
SFfc«*»! 
JMU STUDENT DISCOUNT 
We Can Fix It! 
CVCLEWORKS 
Lei Us Custom Fi 
You With The He 
Of Our Treadmil 
P 
Bring fn This fid With You 
find d«t 10% Off Your Next 
Pair Of Shoes! 
Ital Sited By MO/01 
l coatee. 
,.82 South Mair 
Hamsonburg, va 2801 
The Burg's Largest Selection 
of Running Shoes 
433.6323 
Hours Mon-Fn 10-5:30. Sat 10-4. Sun Closed 
We Specialize In Patting You In the Right Shoe 
• come in <J check out our Fall Specials 
• Close to campus - down the hillf rom I om Papa John's 
Make a Difference! 
Our 650 RMH volunteers are helping people. 
You can make a difference by volunteering. 
The deadline for applications is 
Monday, September 17. 
For more information or to apply, 
call us at 433-4497 
ARMH 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital 
235 Cantrell Avenue • Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801 
www.rmhonline.org 
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and a key JMU official. Polglase 
was on university commissions 
and committees such as the 
University Council. the 
Centennial Commission and the 
Board of Visitors. 
Polglase was on the search 
committee to find a new football 
head coach in March 1999. 
according to the JMU Sports 
Media Relations Office. 
Byers said, "I look at it 
IPolglase as an associate athlet- 
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1 look at it... as a 
good strategy move 
that will help out the 
university I don't look 
at it as a step down. 
— Dennis Byers 
former associate athletic director 
for external operations 
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Republicans, Democrats ready for race 
ics director] as a good strategy 
move that will help out the uni- 
versity. I don't look at it as a 
step down." 
REPUBUCANS.from page I 
JMUs College 
Republicans Chairman, senior 
Zak Moore, said, "It's impor- 
tant we get JMU students reg- 
istered to vote locally so they 
can have an impact in the 
local elections." 
To help accomplish this, 
both groups plan to make 
voter registration convenient. 
The College Republicans will 
be on campus during week- 
ends with voter registration 
forms for JMU students, 
according to Moore. 
Crain said his group also 
intends to encourage participa- 
tion in the electoral process. 
"Nothing is final, but we do 
plan to hold a voter registration 
drive to help Ret students to 
vote," Crain said. 
Aside from getting stu- 
dents active in the election 
process, these student organi- 
zations are campaigning for 
their candidate They distrib- 
ute literature about the candi- 
dates to gain support. 
Crain said, "we do litera- 
ture drops all over Virginia and 
we do phone banking (calling 
potential voters) as well. We 
just want to get the vote out." 
Moore said the Republicans 
"do [literature) drops for every 
house in Harrisonburg, and 
many throughout Rockingham 
County." 
Also working to endorse 
Republican candidates is The 
Madison Review. Kohler is the 
publication's editor. 
According to Kohler, "\Thel 
Madison      Review      pushes 
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Republicans have put 
Virginia in the best 
shape that it has ever 
been in. 
— Zak Moore 




through articles. However, we 
also include information on all 
the candidates in any particu- 
lar race." 
Moore said students should 
vote for Earley because 
"Republicans have put Virginia 
in the best shape that it has 
ever been in." 
Moore said Earley will 
best continue this trend in 
spite of the current economic 
slowdown. 
Diaz said, "Warner is the 
better candidate because of his 
ideas, such as those regarding 
educational funding." 
"He is a very down-to- 
earth person; that's how he 
reaches his constituents. You 
look at him and say 'he could 
be my next door neighbor,'" 
Diaz said. 
Students who want to vote. 
but cannot make it home on 
election day can vote through 
absentee ballot. Some students 
expressed their support of 
voter participation. 
"I'm definitely not [voting] 
Republican," freshman 
Megan Moran said. "I think 
it's sad that our generation 
does not take voting as seri- 
ously as it should." 
Senior Heather Andrews 
said, "I'm probably going to 
vote, and I think that more 
people should vote. I usually 
vote for Republicans." 
For more information about 
Mark Warner's campaign, visit 
wuw.markiMmerKXH .org. 
Visit www.niarkairley.com for 
more information about Mark 
Earley's campaign. 
Got news? 
iat good is it to 
anyone if you keep 
it to yourself? 
Call The Breeze 
today! 
x-86699 
NEW. from page 1 
two other people having a con- 
versation." she said. Heymer 
reported that it took NTC one 
week to fix three of the four 









the NTC Web 
site. 
"Overall 




dent and CEO 
Daniel Beam 
Beam credited a lightning 
storm on Sunday night as a 
source of some of the technical 
difficulties In addition, NTC 
had to work with JMU to sup 
ply 200 additional IP addresses 
to students in Foxhill and 
Pheasant Run Townhomes. 
"It is a difficult time of the 
year," Beam said. With all of 
the students returning within a 
week of each other, "service is 
— 66- 
Right now calls are 
getting through in five 
to six minutes on 
average. 
— Daniel Beam 





Study for the LSAT or GRE on the JMU campus! 
" RECV1209 (GRE) begins September 11 " 
" LSCV1207 (LSAT) begins October 15 ** 




Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life. 
New service center 
to aid NTC efforts 
never quite fast enough," he 
said. "Everyone needs it 
immediately. 
"This is a student-based 
business, and we are trying to 
accommodate them," Beam 
said. NTC spent a large sum of 
money on a 
  new call serv- 





crews to work 
seven days a 
week, includ- 
ing this past 
Labor Day. 
"Right now. 
calls are get- 
ting through 
in five to six 
minutes on average," Beam said 
Tuesday. Students can expect to 
have their work orders complet 
edinthreedaysatmost.hesaid 
junior Katelynn Kern, a 
Stone Gate resident, had a 
problem with her telephone 
being assigned the wrong 
number. "It only took me 
one phone call to get it 
fixed," she said. "It was 
kind of a nuisance, but I can 
wait a day or two." 
POUCE LOG, from page 2 
• Molly C. O'Brien, 18, of Montdair. was 
arrested and charged with underage possession 
of alcohol Septl at 1215 a.m. on Devon Lane. 
• Patrick W. Labaugh, 18, of Richmond, was 
arrested and charged with underage posses- 
sion of alcohol Sept 2 at 1:45 a.m. at the inter- 
section of Bluestone Drive and the Warren 
service drive. 
• Amanda J. Jordan, 19, of Oakton, was arrest- 
ed and charged with underage possession of 
alcohol Sept 2 at 1:10 a.m. on Devon Lane. 
• Matthew C EganBouse, 18, of Hemdon, was 
arrested and charged with underage possession 
of alcohol Sept 2 at 1:50 am. at the intersection 
of Bluestone and Duke drives. 
• Stanton L Syckes, 20, of Burke.was arrested 
and charged with underage possession of alco- 
hol -Sept 2 at 3 a.m. on Devon Lane. 
Jarfidaf Referral* 
• Two JMU students were judicially referred 
for underage possession of alcohol at Warren 
Hall Septl at 2.-59 a.m. 
One subject allegedly gave false information 
and failed to produce identification and was 
reportedly charged with noncompliance. 
• AJMU student was judicially referred for 
underage possession of alcohol Sept 2 at 2:04 
a.m. at McCraw-Long Hall. 
The subject also was judicially referred for 
noncompliance when the subject reportedly 
would not comply with a request from police. 
• A JMU student was judicially referred for 
underage possession of alcohol Sept 2 at 3 a.m. 
on Devon Lane. 
The subject was reportedly observed stag- 
gering. 
Alcohol violation 
• A student was judicially referred for an alco 
hoi violation Sept 2 at 1:10 a.m. on Devon Lane. 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• A student was judicially referred for under- 
aged consumption of alcohol at the Godwin 
bus stop Sept 1 at 1236 a.m. 
• A non-student was charged with underage 
consumption at the double sidewalks in the 
Village Septl at 153 am 
•A student was judicially referred for underage 
consumption of alcohol at the Newman Lake 
Bridge Sept. 1 at 250 a.m. 
• A JMU student was judicially referred for 
underage consumption Septl at 12:15 a.m. on 
Devon Lane. 
• AJMU student was judicially referred for 
underage consumption of alcohol Sept. 2 at 
12.-02 a.m. at I»dcrickson I Ltll. 
• A JMU studant was judicially referred for 
underage consumption of alcohol Sept. 2 at 
2.-05am at DMmVdine Hall. 
Destruction of ftiblic Property 
• An unidentified white male was reportedly 
seen running from the lounge area after dis- 
charging a fire extinguisher in the room and 
hallway in Hillside Hall Sept. 4 at 1215 a.m. 
The suspect reportedly has short brown hair 
was wearing a pink shirt and khaki shorts. 
Noncomplaince 
• A JMU student was judicially referred for 
noncompliance Sept 2 at 145 a.m at the inter- 
section of Bluestone Drive and the Warren Hall 
service drive. 
The subject reportedly failed to give identifi- 
cation. 







Promote Trips at JMU 
Earn Cash and Go Free 




Information ond reservations 
1-800-648-4849 
www.ststravel.com 
Harrisonburg Baptist Church 
Welcome to JMU 
Come get to know us at our churchwide picnic 
on Sunday, September 9 from 4:00 - 9:30 p.m. 
Dinner will be served at 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. • Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Barbara Hollowcll, Minister of Students 
•Jusl 2 blocks away trom JML" 
J01 South Main Street • 43i-2456 • www.harrisonhurnbaptist.com 
Free Delivery -C  H/dr» Mon.-sat. 
Minimum Order s%\X*       "^*<A)K 11:00 am -10:00 pm 
$10.00 <^A? _ -<A Sunday 
Limited Area *0      P13M f^afl   "lS 11:00 am-9:30 pm 
^_-» Chinese Restaurant ^/} 
Lunch, Dinner, Carryout 
3140 South Main St. Harrisonburg. Va 22801 
(540) 433-0560 
Combination Platters 
IServed with Egg Roll and Fried or Steamed Rica) 
Lunch Buffet Please Order by Number 
Mon. - Sat. 1  Cnow Me'n (Shrimp, Chicken, Seel, or Pork) $4 95 
11:00 am - 2:00 pm 2 Bee,v"xh B,oa^' $4.95 
3. Green Pepper Steak $4.95 
«II n      a>      J      - — ■ 4. Shrimp with Lobster Sauce  $525 
All Day Sunday Buffet 5. Moo Goo Ga, Pan «95 
6. Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken $6 25 
Friday and Saturday 7 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables $5.95 
Night Buffet 8 ■••'»** Mix*i Vegetables $5.95 
4:30 pm - 9:00 pm * Chicken with Ml,ed v<X)etables $5.95 
„.       \^. ., „_ 10. Kung Pao Chicken tsoi 
Closing Time: 11:00 pm „, Shnmpw,th Broccok ZZZZZlSS 
•12. General Tao's Chicken $625 
"13. Hunan Beef  «c 95 
•14. Szechuan Beef ......$5,95 
Note MSG. Sett, or Oil may be omitted upon request. Pieaw request mild, hot. or regular ib spicy dishes 
^  "Dishes ara Spicy 
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NEWS 
MICHAEL ROBINSON-CHAVEZ/coMrfeiy of The Washington Post 
Regulations force J.W. Eskridge to leave his bigger boat and crab pots at the docks while he scrapes for smaller crabs. Va. and Md. watermen face simllarchallenges with new regulations. 
Regulations change crabbing, watermen's lives 
REGULATIONS, from page 3 
"I guess you just have to take 
it as it comes for as long as you 
can," he said, a frown creasing 
his sunburned face. "But if I got 
to keep drudging much longer, 
it'll get worrisome." 
This is the life of a water­
man in 2001, a year in which 
blue crab harvests from the 
bay have fallen to record lows 
and the rules have hit harder 
and faster than ever. 
This summer, Maryland 
watermen were forced to end 
their workdays at 2 p.m., while 
many Virginians had to sit out 
Wednesdays altogether. 
For many, the worst will 
come this fall, when Maryland 
will end its season Oct. 31, at 
the order of Maryland Gov. 
Parris N. Glendening. 
Regulators say the need for 
crabbing restrictions is clear: 
Fewer and smaller crabs are 
being caught and the breeding 
stock that remains consists of 
smaller, less fertile males and a 
shrinking e population of 
females. 
To many watermen, scien­
tists' grim picture of a species in 
decline doesn't match what 
they say they've seen this sea­
son on the water. 
How could there be a crisis 
when this spring they saw the 
biggest run of young peeler 
crabs heading up the bay in 
nearly 30 years? What if it isn't 
just the fishing pressure, but the 
regulations — like requiring 
escape holes on pots so smaller 
crabs can swim free — that are 
helping to produce smaller, less 
fertile crops of new crabs? 
Throughout the bay, water­
men who dispute that there is a 
crisis offer their own theories. 
Their point of view often 
depends on where they do their 
crabbing. A crab sheds its shell 
and grows during its annual 
migration from the ocean and 
up the 200-mile-long bay. In the 
fall, those that haven't been 
caught head back down the bay. 
If the crabbers in the north­
ern reaches of the Chesapeake 
didn't catch as many of the big 
jimmies — the most prolific 
breeders — there would be 
more crabs, argue watermen 
in the south­
ern of 4 4 part the bay. 
Up north, 
w a t e r m e n  




the bay. As 
hard shell 
crabs have 




c a t c h i n g  
peeler crabs, 
which can be legally harvest­
ed once they reach three 
inches across, compared with 
five inches for hard crabs. 
Already, the intensity of 
I guess you just have to 
take it as it comes for 
as long as you can... 
butifl gottokeep 
drudging much longer, 
it'll get worrisome. 
— J.W. Eskridge 
Chesapeake Bay waterman 
the shifting effort is causing 
concern among scientists, 
who worry that fewer crabs 
are reaching spawning age. 
Maryland watermen blame 








each other in 
the end. 
New regula­
tions to save the 
crabs thun­
dered in from 
Maryland's and 
Virginia's capi­
tals down on 
the watermen. 
The crisis has 
reverberated throughout the 
region, from buyers who have 
turned to the Carolinas, 
Georgia, the Gulf of Mexico 
and even Southeast Asia for 
99 
crabs, to consumers who have 
seen prices rise to as high as 
$150 a bushel, turning what 
once was a staple of summer­
time gatherings into a special 
occasion splurge. 
Nowhere is the situation felt 
more keenly than on Tangier 
and Smith islands, where the 
blue crab provides not just a 
livelihood but a way of life. 
From the smooth, sun-
bleached headstones that 
crowd the islands' small 
churchyards. Watermen can 
trace their ancestors back as 
many as 13 generations. 
The names Crockett, Dize, 
Parks, Pruitt, Thomas and 
Tyler mingle through back­
yard grave sites, matching the 
names on signs outside homes 
across the islands. 
The daily rhythm has 
changed little over the cen­
turies: Crab houses are lighted 
hours before dawn, as water­
men rise to check the tanks that 
hold peelers. 
Every six hours, they sort 
through the molting crabs, 
pulling out the busters that 
have shed and putting them 
on ice so they don't harden 
before they reach market. 
By daybreak, the water­
men are on their boats again, 
heading out to where they 
will set out pots or drag large 
nets behind to scoop crabs 
from the rich beds of under­
water grasses around Tangier 
Sound or head to the deeper 
waters where the crabs swim 
in underwater currents up 
the bay. 
By day's end, even the 
youngest waterman's back feels 
the strain of setting 35-pound 
crab pots and even heavier nets 
into the water, pulling them 
back out dozens of times a day. 
But theirs is a life rich with 
freedoms — no walls around 
them or rules over their heads. 
Historically, their livelihoods 
depended only on the weather, 
the crabs and the market. 
Fewer and smaller crabs are 
being caught and the breeding 
stock that remains consists of 
smaller, less fertile males and a 
migration from the ocean and 
up the 200-mile-long bay. In the 
fall, those that haven't been 
caught head back down the bay. 
ed once they reach three 
inches across, compared with 
five inches for hard crabs. 
Already, the intensity of 
region, from buyers who have 
turned to the Carolinas, 
Georgia, the Gulf of Mexico 
and even Southeast Asia for 
furies: Crab houses are lighted 
hours before dawn, as water­
men rise to check the tanks that 
hold peelers. 
them or rules over their heads. 
Historically, their livelihoods 
depended only on the weather, 
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H O U S E  E D I T O R I A L  
Funding granted for wrong reasons 
It seems the rich keep getting richer and the poor keep getting poor­
er on the JMU campus. 
With so many strug­
gling, underfunded and 
understaffed majors with­
in the university, it is odd 
that the east end of cam­
pus is getting constant 
attention while the strue-
million project, $5 mil­
lion of which will be 
invested by JMU, indus­
try and government. 
Not only do these 
f)lans accumulate mil-ions upon millions in 
spending, but a minimum 
of four employees will be 
employed in the center, 
adding to expenses. 
This does not overlook 
the fact that funds from 
this same department went 
into an extensive search for 
a new dean, which was 
eventually hired out of our 
existing staff. 
It is a gracious gesture 
that Gilmore would allot 
funds to JMU for the secu­
rity center. It is also good 
later than those in other 
majors and must provide 
many of their own mate 
rials for classes. 
General education classes have been crammed into 
rooms uncomfortable for 
the numbers in attendance. 
The ultimate question 
that arises is how can we 
"I feel like I am being 
turned off from ever find­




see story below 
TERRENCE NOWLIN 
THE POISON PEN 
Status causes 
credit woes 
This was my summer of 
revelation. I came to many 
new understandings, one of 
which was how to build a 
credit history. 
One day this summer, before 
1 started the long daily commute 
to my summer internship, 1 
went to pick up a cellular 
phone. At that time, 1 had no 
idea that this would involve my 
credit history. 
The girl serving me did not 
seem to have a clue, but she con­
tinued to ask me questions 
about my income, marital status 
and current karate belt color. As 
1 was about to inform her 1 was, 
in fact, a Gemini, she demanded 
a $600 deposit on top of my first 
month's payments. She obvi­
ously did not find me very cute. 
"Ba-wuh?," 1 replied to this 
ludicrous request. This girl 
without a clue who did not find 
me very cute explained that I 
was being requested this sum of 
money as a substitute for my 
first-bom child (valued at $850) 
because I had no credit history. 1 
laughed at her and whipped out 
the Visa card that replaced the 
previous card which cracked in 
half due to ovemse my fresh­
man year. My name appeared 
clearly on the card. Little did 1 
know that this name of mine 
was stamped only in theory — 
this was my parent's card 
(gasp!). And that, my friends, is 
when all credit-history hell 
broke loose. 
Credit card companies have 
little cameras in each applica­
tion that they send you. They 
watch you tear them up and 
throw them in the trash with the 
Wal-Mart fliers and phone bills. 
So they know when you finally 
nies hating me because 1 am 
beautiful? Or was my income, 
consisting of pride, pizza and 
Breeze love from the editors? 
Actually, the credit card compa­
nies don't care how much 
money you have.. Their reason 
on each of my rejection letters 
was "insufficient credit history." 
1 simply find it humorous to 
think that 1 cannot get a credit 
card because 1 have no prior 
credit history and in order to 
have prior history, 1 have to 
have a credit card. Bizarre. 
The last rejection 1 received 
hit me in the back of the head 
with a new reason - it read as 
follows: "Too many recent cred­
it requests." The one person 
who is obviously trying to take 
responsibility for being spoiled 
on the parental Visa is rejected 
for that very reason. This made 
me extremely frustrated. Not to 
mention that particular card had 
a really cool design and no 
annual fee. 1 think Til go cry 
about it. 
1 know there are many others 
out there just like me, saddened 
because they cannot splurge at 
Wal-Mart responsibly without 
having their parents pick up the 
tab. It is saddening. 
There are solutions to this 
dilemma, 1 am told. These 1 have 
reviewed extensively. The first 
solution that came to mind is 
buying a car. 1 do not have the 
funds for a new car or the need 
for one for that matter. 1 have 
been told, however, that anyone 
can get a car loan. "Anyone" is a 
broad term, but 1 think that 
includes me. 1 was thinking 
Mercedes. Who's with me? 
The next solution is to just 
not use credit cards. I remember 
Xgetting ricner ana tne poor keep getting poor­
er on the JMU campus. 
With so many strug­
gling, underfunded and 
understaffed majors with­
in the university, it is odd 
that the east end of cam­
pus is getting constant 
attention while the strug­
gling departments on the 
other side of campus are 
left to fend for themselves. 
To be housed in the $30.6 
million ISAT building, the 
new Commonwealth 
Information Security 
Center is drawing a lot of 
local and state-wide 
financial attention. 
According to the arti­
cle in the Sept. 4 edition 
of The Breeze, Gov. James 
Gilmore gave JMU $4.1 
million in May for the 
purpose of addressing 
computer attacks. The 
center itself will be a $9 
uon or wmcn will oe 
invested by JMU, indus­
try and government. 
Not only do these 
plans accumulate mil­
lions upon millions in 
spending, but a minimum 
of four employees will be 
employed in the center, 
adding to expenses. 
In the January 16 edi­tion of The Breeze, a finding by the General 
Assembly's Joint 
Legislative Subcommittee 
on Higher Education 
Funding Policies said that 
JMU is Virginia's most 
underfundea state college 
or university. We are 
given $4.1 million, almost 
a sixth of the funding to 
bring the university up to 
par, and it is all given to 
the east side of campus, 
for a program that will 
not benefit any of the 
more traditional majors. 
tne tact triat tunds trom 
this same department went 
into an extensive search for 
a new dean, which was 
eventually hired out of our 
existing staff. 
It is a gracious gesture 
that Gilmore would allot 
funds to JMU for the secu­
rity center. It is also good 
to see JMU involved with a 
program to improve com­
puter security. However, 
the question remains: 
Couldn't these funds be 
better allocated elsewhere? 
A quick glance around 
campus quickly indicates 
the programs in dire need 
of funding. According to 
the December 4, 2000 
issue of The Breeze, the art 
department is desperate­
ly in need of a new facili­
ty despite a great deal of 
interest. Many students 
within the program find 
themselves graduating 
llldjc/io aiLCl lllUDl ^lUVlUC 
many of their own mate­
rials for classes. 
General education classes have been crammed into 
rooms uncomfortable for 
the numbers in attendance. 
The ultimate question 
that arises is how can we 
be approved for funding 
to research computer 
hackers and viruses, but 
we don't have enough 
funding to successfully 
run basic academic pro­
grams without overcrowd­
ing and lack of materials. 
Historically, JMU has 
complained about , its 
lack of funding. It seems 
that there is plenty of 
funding going on, it's 
just being placed in the 
wrong programs. 
(gasp!). And that, my friends, is 
when all credit-history hell 
broke loose. 
Credit card companies have 
little cameras in each applica­
tion that they send you. They 
watch you tear them up and 
throw them in the trash with the 
Wal-Mart fliers and phone bills. 
So they know when you finally 
decide to apply, to turn you 
down for your prior disobedi­
ence to the system. 
How did I find out this tidbit 
of information, you ask? I 
applied for every single credit 
card that sent me an application 
for the next month. I was reject­
ed by every single one of them. 
As a matter of fact, I was reject­
ed by a gas card. Let me repeat 
that: I WAS REJECTED BY A 
CAS CARD. Apparently, they 
thought I was going to spend all 
of my free time buming gas I 
couldn't pay for. 
Were the credit card compa-
wuixic; 11 111 Id lo 
buying a car. I do not have the 
funds for a new car or the need 
for one for that matter. I have 
been told, however, that anyone 
can get a car loan. "Anyone" is a 
broad term, but I think that 
includes me. I was thinking 
Mercedes. Who's with me? 
The next solution is to just 
not use credit cards. I remember 
seeing a very humorous Garfield 
comic strip where Jon destroyed 
his credit cards. I am not sure 
what the point was, but I think 
Garfield coughed up a hairball 
and Odie got stuck in his food 
bowl.. Either way, it was not 
good. In order to avoid pets 
worldwide from hurting them­
selves, I decided not to follow 
through with this plan of action. 
The final solution is to just 
live with my parents imtil I can 
afford to buy a new car, letting 
them pay for their credit card 
see GETTING, page 8 
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CAROLINE CONTI BREEZE READER'S VIEW 
Student offended by Christian display 
Since I came to JMU, one of the phrases I've heard most frequently is "The 
bible says ..." What is that? 
Coming from the North and 
from an unreligious family, I 
have never had much experi­
ence with Christianity which 
seems to be the predominant 
belief at JMU. But I have to 
say, seeing and hearing peo­
ple like the man who 
preached on the commons 
Tuesday afternoon really 
turns me away from any type 
of Christian religion. 
I did stop to watch. I have 
to say, I had to stop to hear 
this guy. I laughed along with 
the rest of the crowd that 
gathered, but in a way, it 
made me think. What if 
someone is actually listening 
to this guy? What if he is real­
ly changing the way even one 
person thinks? 
It was almost scary. I 
mean, he was basically say­
ing that unless you are a 
white male who worships the 
Bible, you're going to hell. 
According to the Bible he 
spoke of, any type of diversi­
ty is doomed to hell. You 
have sex ... hell. You mastur­
bate ... hell. You're Catholic 
... hell. Oh, and if you're a 
homosexual, there's no hope. 
It's hell for you, too! He 
called himself a "Bible 
Believer." Well I've never 
been an avid supporter of the 
Bible, but this is ridiculous. It 
was good to see, though, that 
the majority of viewers iden­
tified with my outrage. 
A few people called out 
questions. One in particular, 
"Didn't Jesus teach us to love 
thy neighbor?" The Bible 
Believer's response was that 
he was loving people by 
telling them they were going 
to hell. That way they still 
had time to be saved. So if 
you're gay, I guess you 
should quickly try and 
switch? And if you're any 
other religion, better quickly 
change. You wouldn't want 
to go to Hell would you? Oh, 
if you're a JMU woman, 
you're just screwed because 
apparently all females at JMU 
are whores. We go around 
offering sex to men and they 
can't say no. That's a laugh, 
huh? 
My own friends at JMU have bashed homosexuals to me, 
telling me homosexuals reject 
Christ. And they've put 
down any other religion 
besides Christianity because, 
of course, Christianity is the 
only one that could possibly 
be correct. They constantly 
tell me, "Well the Bible says 
..." I can't tell you how sick I 
am of hearing that that. How 
can you live your life by 
some book that was written 
thousands of years ago by 
some guys that, let me 
remind you, weren't God. 
Times have changed. People 
have changed, and it's for the 
better. If I cared, then I would 
pick up a copy and read it. 
But at the moment, after 
hearing this pompous jerk 
speak on campus, the Bible is 
the last thing I want to read. 
In a way, I feel robbed. I feel like I am being turned off from ever finding a 
religion because of these 
Christians. My only hope is 
that people like me will be 
able to get past all close-
minded religions and find 
one that's right for them. For 
me, that is a religion which 
supports homosexuals and 
thinks that people are old 
enough to decide whether or 
not they should have sex. 
One that thinks that it's valu­
able to the human race to 
have diverse people who 
have their own beliefs and 
don't try to push them onto 
others. A religion which 
doesn't even believe in a 
place called hell. 
Maybe I'll create my own. 
I don't know. But I hope that 
those out there who did stop 
to listen to this preacher only 
heard certain things. I hope 
they ignored the part about 
diversity dooming you to hell 
and the evils of having your 
own mind. 
Ihope instead they heard and saw what hate can do to you. How hate can 
make you use something as 
powerful as God to spread its 
message. I hope they heard 
how misguided this man 
was. And I hope they, like 
me, can get past the initial 
anger of hearing someone 
like that speak and instead, 
walk away feeling sorry for 
him. Sorry because he does­
n't know it but he's living in 
hell right now by not seeing 
all the wonder and beauty in 
the different people around 
him. He'll never know what 
it's like to make a decision for 
himself, by himself. 
If choosing to live my life 
the way I want to live it 
means I will spend eternity in 
hell, then I'll take it. Because 
I wouldn't want to live with 
the God this preacher 
described. And I doubt my 
god would want to live like 
him either. 
Caroline Conti is a sopho­
more English major. 
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card no fun 
GETTISG.from page 7 
with my name on it. They 
always liked the idea of me 
being around the house. Bet 
they didn't plan on it being 
until I am 30. My parents 
would likely find this idea 
even more humorous than the 
Garfield-based scenario 
Just as I had exhausted my 
last option of credit-history 
hope, the least expected event 
occurred: I got a heavy letter 
in the mail. Thinking that I 
had been accepted for a 10- 
minute phone card, I lumped 
for joy. Opening the en\ elope, 
I jumped higher as I realized I 
had been granted a credit card 
named after one of the  mofl 
RAY BROWN BREEZE READER'S VIEW 
Reader upset by tennis court removal 
My wife and I recently 
dropped by lames Madison 
University and were shocked 
to find that the beautiful tennis 
facility on the campus had been 
plowed under to make a few 
more parking places for foot- 
ball tailgating parties. As a 
Virginia citizen and former 
member Of the academic com- 
munity. I was an astounded 
witness to this destruction. 
Destruction of the Godwin 
Tennis Courts was ultimately 
C.-rmitted   by   the   Board   a 
isitors. The value of the facility 
mm over $3txt,ooo. I am told by 
officials of JMU (who provided 
mi H ith ,i oomptele, but uneatia 
factor)' explanation of the deci- 
sion to destroy the courts tor 
parking places) that the funds i< *r 
this facility were primarily raised 
through contributions by the cit- 
izens of Virginia. 
In my opinion, this was a 
wasteful act and tugnatl to ma .1 
callous attitude to the hard- 
earned money of citizens who 
have donated to JMU. 
Prospective donors must ask. "If 
I make a substantial contribution 
to JMU for new facilities, will the 
board and administration wisely 
spend it. or will they decide to 
Glow the facility under on the 
isis of a short-sighted plan?" 
Because of the proximity and 
convenience   of   the   parking 
places to the football stadium, it 
could appear to some that foot- 
hall tailgating parties an1 • high- 
er priority at JMU than student 
athletics In any case, based on 
the entire explanation I received 
from JMU about the bookstore, 
the parking places and the 
future of JMU athletics, this 
stands as one of the most outra- 
geous rationalizations for the 
destruction of valuable public 
property I have ever seen 
Members of the Hoard of 
Visitors are appointed by the 
Governor of Virginia and the 
board has a duty of trust to over- 
Ma effective governing of the 
university on behalf of Virginia 
citizens extending to the prudent 
utilization of the universit\ laul 
iries to enhance the educational 
and professional opportunities 
of the citizens of this state and 
their descendents. In this regard, 
there can be no reasonable justifi- 
cation for the destruction of valu- 
able university property, ever. 
Apian to do so by the admin- 
istration should have been reject- 
ed by the board, and the admin 
istraiion should have been 
required by the board to review 
alternatives until a responsible 
one was found not wasting 
financial gifts or the destruction 
of important facilities on the uni- 
versity campus. 
I know of no responsible chief 
executive who would have 
countenanced such a decision by 
lower management 
1 think this ad by the Board of 
Visitors brings into question the 
manner in which JMU is gov- 
erned, and it calls into aueeoon 
the "vision" or lack of vision of 
the board and the administra- 
tion. Further, it brings into qua* 
tion the manner by which gover- 
nors of the university ait Cnoean, 
their tenure and the remedies 
available to the public to review 
their actions and to remove >»r 
"recall," members of the board. 
The board should have some 
degree of independence from 
public review, but such indepen- 
dence la predicated on our trust 
that the hoard will act on behalf 
of all of the citizens of Virginia 
The destruction of a $300,000 
tennis facility, for any reason, 
does not justif\ trust 
JMU tennis is a successful 
program and depends on aci'css 
to quality courts to continue that 
success; the city of I larnsonburg 
has a strong interest in women's 
tennis The JMU tennis program 
provides a career path into 
numerous lucrative sports relat- 
ed professions. 
Destruction of the Godwin 
courts, along with the elimina 
bon of JMU tennis scholarships 
are tantamount to the elimm.i 
tion of important career opportu- 
nities for the students of JMU. In 
short, the message JMU manage- 
ment is sending me is: a few 
parking places near the entrance 
of the football stadium today are 
far more important than career 
opportunities for the young peo- 
ple of Virginia in the future. 
Failure to consider the value 
of tennis to JMU and the 
Marnsonburg community, and 
failure to be aware of the emerg- 
ing relationship of sports to 
many studies is i lack of vision 
It is i fad thai tennis may 
become, m the near future, a cor- 
nerstone in the study of the func- 
tioning of the human brain. 
Tailing to understand the value 
ot this, and tailing to have their 
linger on the pulse of the future 
of science, is further proof of a 
lack of vision by the administra- 
tion and board. 
lack of vision shortchanges 
every student, every parent and 
e\ery Virginia corporation that 
relies on the board and adminis- 
tration to assure that JMU is the 
best it can be. Being the best 
requires careful attention to 
detail in management and plan- 
ning, right down to decision- 
making about the use of valuable 
facilities and use of every dollar 
donated to the university 
Kay Bmum is an internation- 
al speaker on chaos, complexity 
and nonlinear processes. 
FRED D. HILTON   DIRECTOR OF JMU COMMUNICATIONS 
Administrator responds to complaint 
I appreciate the opportunity 
to respond to the column from 
Ray Brown concerning the ten- 
nis courts at James Madison 
University. Unfortunately, 
many of the comments in 
Brown's letter are either incor- 
rect or misleading. 
First, he indicates that the 
primary purpose of removing 
the Godwin Hall tennis courts 
was to create parking spaces. 
While the immediate construc- 
tion work is designed to install 
parking spaces, the objective of 
the project is to construct a 
badly-needed new bookstore for 
the university. The new 20,000- 
square-foot bookstore will be 
built at minimal cost to the uni- 
versity. Follett, the company that 
operates JMU's bookstore, will 
provide $4 million toward the 
construction and JMU will pro- 
vide the remaining $500,000 
The new bookstore is scheduled 
for completion by the end of 
nextyear. 
The new bookstore will be 
located in a section of the cun-ent 
Godwin Hall parking lot. It is 
vital that the bookstore be cen- 
trally  located  for the conve- 
nience of students and faculty. 
The site for the new bookstore is 
easiU ai.«<.ssil>I«' lo students both 
from the original part of campus 
and the area that has been devel- 
oped east of Interstate 81. 
It was not feasible to con- 
struct the new bookstore at the 
site of the tennis courts because 
the area is in a flood plain. The 
new parking spots at the tennis 
court site, which will replace 
those lost to the bookstore con- 
struction, will be lower than the 
main Godwin parking lot, 
allowing water to flow to that 
area in times of heavy rain and 
alleviating the danger of flood- 
ing at the new bookstore. 
Other locations were consid- 
ered. An extensive review of all 
the options was made before the 
decision to use the Godwin lot 
site for the bookstore was made 
It may not be a perfect solution 
for everyone, but it appears to be 
the best possible decision con- 
sidering all die circunistaiu.es. 
Brown states that the pur- 
pose of the construction work is 
"to make a few more parking 
places for football tailgating par- 
ties." This is clearly not the case. 
The project will create park- 
ing spaces but they are dennite- 
\\ not spaces lor imtball park 
ing. The Godwin Hall parking 
lot is only used five or six 
Saturdays a year for football 
parking. Monday through 
Friday throughout the year, the 
lot is used — and packed daily 
during the regular school year 
— by faculty and staff. The 
bookstore construction will 
remove about 120 spaces from 
the Godwin lot. That's almost 
half the total parking area in the 
Godwin lot and, even with the 
new parking deck, represents 
around 5 percent of the total 
parking space allocated 
throughout campus to faculty 
and staff. With on<ampus park- 
ing already at a premium, we 
can't ask our faculty and staff to 
lose one in 20 of their limited 
parking spaces. The need to 
maintain parking spaces and to 
eliminate the flooding potential 
in the Godwin lot left us with 
little choice other than to 
remove the tennis courtBi lower 
the elevation there and replace 
the 120 spots 
Although  six   tennis  courts 
arc being removed for the pro- 
ject JMU still has 14 tennis 
courts - six lighted courts along- 
side Duke Drive and eignt 
courts near the Convocation 
Center. We feel this number of 
tennis courts is more than ade- 
quate for JMU's intercollegiate, 
recreational and physical educa- 
tion needs. 
All JMU courts are resur- 
faced every three or four years 
and plans have been made to 
renovate the Convocation 
Center courts as soon as possi- 
ble. 1 question Brown's com- 
ments that the Godwin courts 
were the only ones at JMU "fit 
for competitive play" The 
I lillside Courts alongside Duke 
Drive were considered adequate 
for the United States Tennis 
Association to hold a profession- 
al women's tournament there 
this summer. 
Finally, the tennis court pro- 
ject was financed by money in 
the university's reserve account, 
not from tax dollars or donations 
as Blown stated. 
Fred D. Hilton is the director 
of university communications 
at }MU. 
precious metals 
To this day, I am still con- 
fused how I could have got- 
ten such a credit card when I 
had been rejected by gas 
cards and the like. 
Apparently, one of their little 
cameras caught me being des- 
perate and responsible. 
Now, I am the responsible 
owner of a credit card \S huh is 
helping me become a credible 
member of todety While this 
is great tor mv future, I really 
wanttd thai Mercedes. 
Terrence S'owlin is the 
opinion editor who now only 
makes frivolous purchases on 
his parents' credit card. 
Darts 
Darts & Pals are submittedanon\rntmsl\ ami 
printed on a s/nue-avaiUihle basis Submissions 
are based u/nm one person » opinion •>' 
Mfiiuiion prrsun or cxtnl and do not necessarily 
reflett the truth. 
Pats 
E-mail dam aadpatt to breeaedptJ hotimll.com 
Pat... Dart... 
A ' thank-you-so-much-for-being-there at the last 
minute" pat to the cartoonist who came up with a quick 
illustration for my project. 
Sent in In/ a \'rr-i'il ttnkw who feels lucky her head is 
attached for fear of losing it. 
A "train your-employees" dart to a certain large cor- 
porate chain ot stores whiCfl has a I larnsonburg branch 
with particularly long lines and terrible service 
/ torn some nate customers who haiv pett more intelligent 
than your cashiers. 
Dart... Pat... 
A "get-your mea,ty-hands-out-of-my-sand- 
M Ich" dart to the people working at dining estab- 
lishments around campus who don't change their 
gloves in between sandwiches. 
Sent in by a vegetarian who i> disgusted bu notching you 
make sandwiches and is tired of searching through my tend- 
wicket for bits of meat. 
A what would-we-do-without-you" pat to the JMU 
Dining Services employees who dedicated their time 
And effort to make our opening week a success. 
Senl in from the FmltCc lab lour who couldn't hmv 
done all the work without you. 
Pat... Dart... 
A "get-out-of-the-road" dart to everyone stand 
Ing m the middle of Devon Lane and South Avenue 
Friday night. 
I bu someone who think* won ivere lucky last time, 
but might mow you down if uru don't watch out. 
A  "you-saved-my-day" pat  to Ashley,  the JMU 
Dining Ser\ IOM employee who fished my JAC card out 
of the tr.ish alter I carelessly threw it away at PC I hlkea 
Sent in /'i/ an ORL employee who will be more carer 
ful next time 
Shawn's Computer Service & Repair 
Custom built systems- new and used 
System parts upgrades 
Software upgrades 








30 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
HARRISONBURG. VA 22801 
(BESIDE JESS' LUNCH) 
15401 433 3366 
IJ* u9eSf se,ect'o" of 
adult novelt.es, toys 
1 OVDs, videos in the 
f      valleyj 
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ASK OCL 
Hey! Where are the recycle, reuse mugs? — A frustrated commuter who 
wants her mug of coffee in the morning. 2002 
Now we have to admit that this question is a first for us, but as we have 
promised wc will find out answers if you give us questions. We called the 
good people at Dining Services and were informed that the mugs have 
just arrived and will be passed out very soon ... probably by the time you 
read this. These cool mugs will be available at "Fresh Food Company" 
(aka D-hall, aka Gibbons) when you go in to eat. Enjoy and we hope this 
helps to make your commute much easier. 
My roommates and I have a problem with our fourth room- 
mate. When we first moved in everything was cool but now 
she is smoking inside the apartment even though the rest of 
us don't smoke and don't want to smell up our place. What 
can we do to get her to quit? -T.B., R.K. 2003 
Submit your question to OCL 
First ... TALK! The four of you need to sit down at a time that is the least 
stressful and talk about your concerns. What are you willing to compro- 
mise on? Are you asking her to give up smoking completely? It is not 
unreasonable to ask that she confine her smoking to her bedroom or out- 
side. What does your lease say? Some landlords have in the lease a no- 
smoking or outside-only smoking clause, if this is the case appeal to her 
sense of legal obligation and the fact that if the lease is violated she could 
be evicted and still have to pay the balance of the lease. Not to mention 
that your security deposit could go up in smoke (pun intended). 
Hopefully, after you talk, listen and express concerns all the way around 
you will come up with a solution that all can live with. You may want to 
consider filling out a roommate agreement form and discuss other issues 
that may surface such as bills, cleaning and overnight guests. Good 
luck! 









11:30 a.m.- 10 p.m. 
Friday & Saturday 
11:30 a.m.- 11 p.m. 
"The Taste of the Orient" 
Lunch and Dinner 
Buffet Everyday 
We always use the freshest ingredients. 
Lunch: Mon.- Fri. S5.25, Sat. & Sun. $6.25 
Dinner: Sun. - Thurs. $7.95, Fri. & SaL $8.95 





(540)564-1922 For Delivery, call 438-9993 
17lX). #120 E. Market St. • Harrisonhurg, VA 22801 • (Next to Kroger) 
FREE Egg Rolls* w/Orders Over $10.00 
FREE Combination Fried Rice* w/ Orders Over $20.00 
FREE General Tso's Chicken w/ Orders Over $30.00 
"Applies to Tain Out Orders Only ■ Excludes Delivery Services 
Not Valid With Other Offers 
Offer Expires October 31,2001 
ear -^ 
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LlflSTYLES 
HOROSCOPES 
Today's Birthday — Travel is possible this year, but timing is important. First, take 
care of an obligation you've been worried about. Then, go and have a wonderful 
adventure. Do some business while you're there Turn a profit. A contact with an older, 
more experienced person is quite valuable, too. Then, it's back to work again. You'll 
know when to do what. It'll be obvious. 
ft; 
Daily rating: 10 U the easiest day, 0 the 
most challenging. 
Aries (March 21-April 19) Today is 
a 6 - Avoid a potentially upsetting 
>^^» situation by steering clear <>( 
W^W financial discussions. 1 he person 
" "  you'd like to convince isn't apt to 
agree with you, or the other way around. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
^^i   Today is a 7 - If there's a pniject 
JB||yoii were going to tackle this 
O^T weekend, schedule it for tomor- 
row. You're not in the mood to 
take orders. A drive in the country with 
someone you love is a better idea for inl.iv 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) 
Today is a 6 - Don't make roman- 
■ tic decisions based on the past. 
Use your experience, but not to 
hide behind. You're supposed to 
have learned something, but the lesson 
certainly wasn't to never love whole- 
heartedly again. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22) 
Today is a 7 - Heed a warning 
from a trusted associate. Be 
y\ objective, though. This person 
may be in a tougher spot than 
you are. You can find a way around a 
problem that has your friend blocked. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) 
. Today is a 6 - An older person is 
BJ eager to tell you how to manage 
r^» your money. Don't avoid this per- 
son. Ask. The information you get 
may be worth more than its weight in gold. 
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
f Today is a 7 - If you're traveling, 
schedule your trip around peak 
trattic times. It could make a big 
difference. You might be wise to 
work instead, to make or save some money. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) 
Today is a 7 — Continue to be 
n, cool and collected. It s been 
I that if you keep your head 
while those about you are losing 
theirs, you may not fully understand the 
situation. Actually, that tactic works quite 
well for you. 
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
y      a Today is a 6 - A domestic matter 
; could spark a spirited discussion. 
Unfortunately, your adversary has 
a slight advantage, and he or she 
is as stubborn as you are. Save your ener- 
gy for a battle you can win. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21) 
_ Today is a 6 - It looks as if a do-it- 
ajt" yourself project could turn out to 
^^9? be more trouble than it's worth. If 
the instruction manual is written 
in geek, get someone who speaks that 
language to help. Or, ditch the kit and 
get one that comes already built. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
^.. Today is a 7 ■ Get together with 
»^» loved ones as early as possible, 
^JP^   in ,i wa) ih.it helps keep I'^T:I- 
es down. No need to spend 
money on things you don't really need 
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
*^a    Today is a 6 - Sometimes things 
jP  work on the first test flight, and 
^^\   sometimes it takes a few tries. 
Don't lose heart. The puzzle is 
more likely to fit together tomorrow, 
after you find all the pieces. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) 
-<     Today is a 7 • Someone else's 
jt ^kt problem amid work to your rvn- 
yj of it. All vou have to do is provide 
the service that's required. Just do 
your job, and you'll be greatly appreciat- 
ed by a person whos having more trou- 
ble than you arc. 




6 Fail to hit 
10 Invitation letters 
14 Bind anew 
15 Not taken in by 
16 Mayberry kid 
17 Antilles island 
18 Ungulate's toot 
19 Treaty 
20 Scand. country 
21 Movie mogul, 
perhaps 
24 White metal 
26 Verdi opera 
27 Novel thoughts 
30 Engraver Durer 
33 Org. ot Price and 
Love 
34 "This Is _ Tap" 
37 Pi follower 
38 "That     Cat" 
39 Asserts before 
. proof 







50 Painter of 
ballerinas 
52 Crooner Jerry 
53 Slangy negative 
57 "Fame" star 
60 No      intended 
61 Hamburg's river 
63 Modular 
component 
64 Small, silvery 
fish 
66 Singer Falana 
67 Have supper 
68 1946-52 N.L. 
home-run leader 
69 Grafton and 
Lyon 
70 Units ot work 
71 Impertinent 
DOWN 
1 Hals or Haydn 
2 The king of 
France 
3 Vehicular 180 
4 Apron element 
1 ? A S i * 7 a 9 1 [ II 1? 13 M " . 17 ' f 
2C H. '      22 23 HH1. 
H \n  I 26 I ?e ■" 
30 31 3? 
^ 
- 
u 35 36 3/ 
39 IB   | IJJ 42 
« ■ " 4S - 
4/ W <q y -■ I ' ■JJ 
59^^H 
■ 55 56 
Hs7 58 60 
61 62 i . _ " 66 V ., 68 ■■'■ ,. 
SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES   PUZZLE: 
5 Black and White 
6 Angora goat coat 
7 Properly 
arranged 




11 Backup piece 
12 Singer Damone 
13 Family dog 
22 Writer's blocks 
23 Frontiersman 
Carson 
25 Bamboo stems 
28 Think alike 










42 Hot-dog holder 
E L K F A C E S A L 1 V A 
D E N A M O N 0 1 1 V F R 
M O E :> () M F ST 1 C A T E 
O N b s c i S 1 K 1 NB^. 
N O P E 0 K C E E T H 0 S 
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1 R N O W RE \ ■ 
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1 E L L S » H E A R 0 V E 
■ A r M 0 L D S T E P 
C OT T 0 N   S E E 0 £ E L S 
0 UT H i T B R u T R 0 E 




49 Shallow dishes 
51 Zones 
54 Unseals 
55 Cries piteously 
56 Way in 
58 Naked 
59 Invites 
61 Golfer Ernie 
62 Reed or 
Ferrigno 
65 Hamm or Farrow 
Apply to be  a Representative  for  the 
James Madison University 
Honor Council 
Do you want to t       ■'■ 
be  a part of an 
organization 
that  shapes our 
university? 
Looking to  get 
involved at JMU? 
Applications are 
available in Wilson 113 
outside the 
Honor Council Office 
Due by Tuesday, 
September 11, 
By 2pm 
For more information contact the Honor office at x86383 
Or e-mail the Vice-President at mallorwb@jmu.edu 
International Week Is Coming 
September 22-29 
THURSDAY 
SEPT. 6, 2001 
PAGE 11 
Story by senior writer Jennifer Surface 








The bases are loaded, and 
with two outs in the sev- 
enth inning, your team 
has reached a critical point in 
this neck-and-neck game. The 
barter on deck has not been 
playing to his potential in 
recent games, and with the sea- 
son drawing to an end, players 
and fans are skeptical of his 
ability to pull through 
when the pressure is on. 
But, as owner and man-/* 
ager, you aren't the      ^** 
least bit worried. You 
simply slide your      ^ 
computer mouse 












Confused7 This is not actu- 
al baseball at all; this is fantasy 
baseball. Fantasy sports, the 
online leagues and conferences 
that allow users to draft teams 
of real athletes, are rapidly 
increasing in popularity. The 
appeal of fantasy sports to col- 
lege students is immense, as it 
provides an outlet for keeping 
up on professional sports. 
Fantasy users' involvement in 
sports isn't simply staying 
updated on 
sports teams and 
individual ath- 
letes; it extends 
to a position of 
control. Users 
piece together a 
team that they 
hope to be suc- 
cessful and put 
their sports 
knowledge to 
test. Dozens of 
Internet sites 
allow registered 
users to create 
their ideal line- 
up, in sports like baseball, 
football, basketball and hock- 
ey, and trade athletes with 
other registered members. 
The activity of drafting and 
maintaining imaginary teams 
of real athletes has been 
around for some time, but only 
more recently has the Internet 
made fantasy sports more 
accessible and manageable. 
The responsibility of keeping 
records of players' stats was 
laborious and cumbersome 
until the systems were com- 
puterized. Now, heavily traf- 
ficked fantasy sites like 
Snnrfbox.com, VWioo.com, 
ESPN.com, Sportsline.com and 
FoxSports.com keep track of 
athlete scores, stats and 
injuries and provide daily 
updates to users. 
David Packer, a senior at the 
University of Maryland, said 
the sites' slat keeping function 
makes fantasy sports much eas- 
ier and enjoyable. 'Time can be 
spent worrying about making 
your team better, not worrying 
about keeping stats for every- 
one," he said. 
The sites update each user's 
team stats using real life scores 
and stats from Major league 
Baseball. One fantasy site, 
-66- 
This is the first thing I 
look at when I wake up 
and the last thing I do 
when I go to bed... 
— David Packer 




describes the make-believe ath- 
letic leagues as "a simulation 
based on MLB Baseball." 
The lure of online fantasy 
sports does not bear the casual, 
recreational mood that sports 
video games have. Instead, it 
can be an obsession as many 
users dedicate several hours 
each day to the upkeep of their 
fantasy team. 
"This is the first thing 1 look 
at when I wake 
up and the last 
         thing I do when 1 
go to bed and 
when 1 get back 
from class." 
Packer said. 
He is involved 
in fantasy base- 
ball along with a 




and college bas- 
ketball. 
Packer was 
also once involved in a fantasy 
league predicting the outcome 
of the CBS TV series 
"Survivor." 
"Fantasy sports are all about 
winning pride and knowing that 
you have the best team. It's all 
about bragging rights." he said. 
lason Budden, a senior at 
Johns Hopkins University, sug- 
gests that fantasy sports are an 
apt procrastination tool for col- 
lege students 
"It's very easy 
to become 
obsessed with ... 
since you can 
check it so much, it 
becomes easy to 
procrastinate with; 
it's right there on 
your computer, 
like a click away." 
Brian Pietryka, 
a senior at Catholic 
University, is 
afflicted with a 
similar fantasy 
obsession. 
"I go to class to think of fan- 
tasy trades and take more notes 
about fantasy sports than about 
my lectures," he said. 
Pietryka has been playing 
fantasy sports for nearly eight 




makes it so that any 
normal person can be 
more involved in their 
favorite sports. 
— Jason Budden 
senior. Johns Hopkins IMvtnitJ 
5? 
increased dramatically when he 
started college and the Internet 
became readily accessible. 
"I check my teams on 
average about eight to 10 
times a day. I think this is in 
large part 
because I have 
Internet access in 
my apartment, so 
it takes two sec- 
onds to access the 
info,"he said. 
Pietryka is cur- 
rently in eight fan- 
tasy baseball 
leagues. Three 
leagues are private 
leagues he has 
established with   
friends and the 
other five are pub- 
lic leagues, all organized 
through Internet sites. 
(*nhne sports leagues may 
be public or privately organ- 
ized by a group of friends. 
Public leagues are managed by 
Internet sites and allow anyone 
to register. Private leagues may 
be established by an individual 
or group through the Internet 
site. The person who establish- 
es the league is titled "commis- 
sioner" and has control over 
who joins the league and how 
the league is set up. The com- 
missioner determines how 
many players each team may 
draft, what stats are counted, 
how many players each team 
may start and how many 
bench spots each team is 
allowed. The commissioner 
also has the 
_^^__        power to 





cally makes it so 
that any normaj 
person can be 
more involved in 
their favorite 
sports," Budden 
said. "It's some- 
thing about the 
idea of having 
this great team that you are in 
control of that makes it so 
much fun. It's great competi- 
tion, and it's easy to do.' 
Budden ha_ been playing fanta- 
sy sports for six years and is 
currently managing six fantasy 
/ check my teams on 
average eight to 10 
times a day. 
— Brian Pietryka 
senior. Catholic University 
baseball teams. 
Some fantasy sports leagues 
are free while others charge a 
registration fee and award 
prizes at the end of the season. 
Rotisserie teams or "roto" teams 
operate with 
         no "budget," 
on the premise 
that each play- 
er maybe 
drafted only 
once in the 
league, each 
league having 






er. Other fanta- 
sy leagues allow users to pick 
whatever players they wish, 
regardless of which players 
other users have drafted onto 
other teams in league, within a 
fantasy "budget." In this sort of 
league, each athlete is allotted a 
cash value based on their talent, 
with the more talented players 
costing more. Most Internet 
sites have both free leagues and 
leagues costing as much as $30 
for each team. 
According to the 
Sportsgamer Web site, each 
baseball learn owner in their 
leagues is given a fantasy budg- 
et of $1,300 to draft 20 Major 
League players to fill all field- 
ing positions. "As Fantasy 
Baseball team owner, you must 
use your given team budget 
($1,300) wisely to select the best 
possible players for your fanta- 
sy dollars," stated the site. 
Each player's "fantasy price" 
or worth is determined based on 
their perceived abilities, perform- 
ance and experience as a major 
league player. Once a team is 
established, the playere and 
pitchers earn team points, con- 
tribute to team statistics and earn 
the team fantasy dollars based on 
their performance in real life. 
Throughout the fantasy sea- 
son, users have the option to trade 
players with other fantasy teams. 
A fantasy team earns points 
based on several different cate- 
gories "The object of this game 
is to place you in the drivers 
seat of your own simulated 
Major League ball club," stated 
set COLLEGE, page 12 
Kerouac Had Novel 
Idea for Baseball 
By Robyn Norwood 
Los Angeles Times 
This brings new 
meaning to playing 
on the road. 
The New York Public 
Library has acquired the 
archives of novelist Jack 
Kerouac — among them 
records of an elaborate 
fantasy baseball league 
Kerouac nurtured from 
youth, dating at least to 
the mid-1930s. 
Kerouac's rosters 
included Lou Gehrig and 
Pancho Villa — a center 
fielder to Kerouac — as 
well as imaginary heroes 
Homer Landry, Charley 
Custer and Luis Tercerero. 
Icon of the beat genera- 
tion and author of "On 
the Road," Kerouac creat- 
ed a six-team league that 
included the Boston 
Fords, Pittsburgh 
Plymouths and St. Louis 
Cadillacs. 
Games were played 
with marbles, toothpicks 
and white-rubber erasers 
thrown against a target 
some 40 feet away, the 
Associated Press reports, 
and Kerouac recorded the 
games pitch by pitch — 
even down to foul tips off 
home plate. 
He wrote accounts of 
the league in "Jack 
Lewis's Baseball Chatter," 
and "The Daily Ball." 
which included sum- 
maries of the day's games. 
Nor did Kerouac neg- 
lect the fiscal aspects of 
the league. 
"Only the Pontiacs, 
Nashes and cellar- 
dwelling La Salles are in 
financial condition to buy 
any minor league players 
to improve their clubs at 
this time," he reported 
one season. 
Kerouac, who died at 
47 in 1969, kept the league 
alive into his 30s, but lost 
some of his records on a 
trip to Mexico City — 
with Villa leading the 
league in stolen bases. 
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Focus 
College students take to online sports 
COLU i.i | tge 11 
Sportogamer "At ■> His l aaguc 
li-am owner/ manager, this 
game will challenge your skill 
and knowledge ot (he tlnlv 
happening in Major league 


















stolen bases and home runs 
Pitching points an? earned in 
the following categories: 
earned run overage (ERA), 
WHIP (walks plus hits allowed 
per inning pitched), strikeouts. 
wins and saves. K 10 teams are 
in a league, the team whose 
players had the most home 
runs would earn 10 points in 
that category and the team 
with the least home runs 
would earn one point in that 
category. 
Hefty 
         rewards 











$300 and a 
trophy In 
other 
leagues, members informally 
pitch in money for the winner, 
independent of the online oper- 
ation. 
Cash prizes are not the lead 
ing incentive to many dedicat- 
-66- 
Faniasy sports is 
something that makes 
watching professional 
sports more fun. 
— Jason Budden 
senior. Johns Hopkins University 
-9? 
ed fantasy users, however. "If 
you win, you win bragging 
rights over all the guys in your 
league for the rest of the year 
until the next rime that fantasy 
season starts up again," 
Budden said. 
Creating the ideal team 
involves pulling a variety of 
athletic talent from several dif- 
ferent teams in the National 
and American leagues. 
Pietryka, for example, has 
Manny Ramirez, the Boston 
Red Sox's right fielder; Kevin 
Brown, the starting pitcher for 
the Los Angeles Dodgers; and 
Mariano Rivera, the relief 
pitcher for the New York 
Yankees, on his roster. 
Although the players are on 
different teams, in different 
leagues and may never call one 
another teammates in reality, 
they're teammates on one of 
Pietryka's fantasy teams, in the 
CUA League on yahoo.com. 
Fantasy users try to predict 
how well each player will fare 
and pick a well-rounded team. 
"I have (Ramirez) because 
he is a straight beast who hits 
mad home runs and gets a lot 
of RBIs while maintaining a 
high batting average," 
Pietryka said. "He is also the 
best player on my favorite 
team. Another bonus of fanta- 
sy sports - you always try to 
get guys you like." 
Pietryka said he drafted 
Brown because of his low ERA 
and WHIP and good strikeout 
record to earn maximum points 
in the pitching category. He 
chose Eric Young, second base 
man for the Chicago Cubs, as a 
specialized player for his ability 
to steal bases. 
"I think the appeal |of fan- 
tasy sports) is that it offers 
another reason to watch and 
follow professional sports," 
Pietryka said. "If your favorite 
team is having a rough sea- 
son, you can still root for the 
players that you have on your 
fantasy teams." 
According to the Fantasy 
Sports Players Association Web 
site (nmtojanla^porlsfxi.com), a 
recent FSPA/Harris 
Interactive/ Ftmballcptn research 
study of the fantasy sports 
industry indicates that there are 
29.6 million fantasy pU> crs and 




















friendly "trash talk." 
Fantasy sports grant sports 
fans the chance to test their ath- 
letic smarts and render their 
ideal lineup. ■*' 
Sitting at a computer, con- 
cocting the supreme team, 
sports fanatics experience an    "" 
elevated level of involvement 
and power rather than simply 
sitting on the couch consuming 
televised 
sports pro- 

















thing that I enjoy and can get 
into. It's sports, it's competi- 
tion, it's trash talking; it's not 
school." 
46  
/ think the appeal is 
that it offers another 
reason to watch and 
follow professional 
sports. 
— Brian Pietryka 
senior. Catholic University 
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r--^\ , Harrisonburg 
r~v Unitarian Universalists v Service 10:30 a.m. 
We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person and justice, 
equalits and compassion in human relations. 
Phone: X67-007.1 
Visitors Welcome 
http://home.rica.nel/huu Email: hburK.6rrica.ncl 
ror possible campus meeting information contact Ralph (Jrove: K.roierfl*jmu.edu 
R<Hite Si. 5 miles »es( of II IMM>. at Dale Knterprise Schonlhouse 
"Spirit Quest 
A Journey For Youth. Ages 4 Through 17 Bcf-ins September 9th " 
0 Mifs 
.*> 
Beef and Cheddar 
Buy I Get IFRE 
-    L 
Good at Harrteonlxrs Wajpeefcoro, Stuarts Draft 
wwwvAaaVcom . m 
Limit 4 with this coupon • Offer valid through September 9th 
2.°4P.on_   __   _ 
433-4800 
MEDIUM 1 TOPPING 
SINGLE BREADSTICKS 
2 LITER PEPSI 
$8.99 
373 N. Mason St. 
Open 'till 12 a.m. Weekdays, 1 a.m. Weekends 
I 
Asian AAili 
Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa 
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen 
In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall 
Next to Sprint 801-8070 
Back to School Specials 
Fu" Set $20 Pedicure $18 
Fil1 In $13 •with Whirlpool Spa 
Manicure $10 Eyebrow Wax $8 
•With Parafin Wax French Manicure $5 
American Manicure...$5 
Hours: Mon-Wed ioam-8pm 
Thurs-Sat 9am-8pm 
Walk Ins Welcome 
Gift Certificates available 
Wc accept all local checks & all major credit cards 
The Breeze is hiring a new 
§ 
Submit a resume by Monday, Sept. 10th 
to Christine Anderson at the Breeze 
(in the basement of Anthony Seeger) 
Questions: Call 568-6127 
THURSDAY, SEPT. 6. 20011 THE BREEZE 113 
i- Dance the night away 
"1 he New Dance Festival" 
brings guest artists' modern 
psrformanccs to JMU. 
Pact 14 
"Many people wonder why we 
only offer three flavors... because 
it takes all day to make them." 
MIKE AREHART 
Kline'S owner 
Ti HE.   ^COOP   OU 
^ 
V»OrOt    f (JQAPUIC    BY    CAJDV     "Ii*jKeQ 
, \Vith a rich history as 
l^irrisonburg's hot spot for 
ccjol treats, Kline's Dairy Bar 
ist much more than just the 
flavor of the week. 
< "We use quality products, 
quality ingredients, and we 
tafce the quality of our ice 
cream very seriously," said 
Mike Arehart, Kline's owner 
arfd life-long patron. A 
Harrisonburg native, Arehart 
cafries on a tradition of premi- 
uip ice cream that began in 
1943 when Bess and |ohn 
Kline first opened their ice 
cream shop. The Klines' lived 
above the small shop until 
1963, when they moved 
Kline's Dairy Bar to it's pres- 
>'itt location on East Wolfe 
Stjeet in the heart of down- 
ti|w» Harrisonburg. 
Fifty-eight years later, 
Arehart still follows the Klines' 
original ice cream-making tech- 
niques. "What change happens 
down here comes very slow- 
ly," Arehart said. Unlike the 
more popular and profitable 
soft serve and batch methods 
of producing ice cream, 
Kline's employs a now 
almost-obsolete process of 
"continuous freeze." 
"Many people wonder 
why we only offer three fla- 
vors," Arehart said. "It's 
because it takes all day long 
just to make those three fla- 
vors." Soft serve and batch 
machines can yield several 
times more ice cream because 
air is added as the ice cream is 
whipped. With continuous 
freeze, very little air is added 
r Zwanzlg hands Ice cream over to Just one of 2,000 
stomers Kline's serves during peak season weekends. 
as the machines 
slowly push out the 
final product, mak- 
ing only about 10 gal- 
lons an hour. "It's a 
very slow process, very 
labor intensive," 
Arehart said. "You just 
can't rush it." 
The result is  the 
smooth, creamy, pre-     ^ 
mium    ice    cream   ^k 
Kline's   offers   its    "^ 
customers. Arehart 
explained  that while Kline's 
ice cream cannot technically 
be    classified   as   "custard- 
style" 
because it is 
not   10   per- 
cent egg con- 
tent,    Klines 
uses  12 per- 
cent butterfat 
and an emul- 
sifier to give 
it       stability 
and       body 
without    the 
need for eggs. 
With such 
time-consum- 
ing  methods,    
one  wonders 
how Klines remains in busi- 
ness with corporate mass-pro- 
ducers around every corner. 
"Our prices are very similar to 
our competitors but our profit 
margins are less" Arehart said. 
"We make up for it in vol- 
ume." Me said that during 
IS through the end 
of August, it is not 
unusual for Kline's to serve 
1,600 to 1,800 customers per 
day on weekdays, and over 
2,000 each day of the week- 
end. Arehart said this past 
Mother's Day, almost 2,500 
people stepped up to the win- 
dow for a scoop or two. 
The need for speed is pre- 
cisely the reason why Kline's 
doesn't   mix   dips.   Arehart 
said the menu is streamlined 
and   designed   to   serve  as 
many people 




array of sun- 
daes, floats 
and shakes, 
as well as a 
traditional 
banana   split 
— Samantha Warren <>f substantial 
lunior   proportion. 
But competi- 
tive      prices 
and        huge 
scoops       of 
quality ice cream are not the 
only   features   which   draw 
crowds to Kline's. 
"It's nostalgic," junior 
Samantha Warren said. "It's the 
one place I go that really makes 
me feel like I've gone back in 
time   Waiting in  that  line you 
-66— 
It's the one place I go 
that really makes me 
feel like I've gone back 
in time. 
5>- 
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Dorft call it a comeback 
t\ MIKE CROSNICKER 
* contributing writer 
£ormega. Foxy Brown, AZ, 
Beapie Sigel and Jadakiss all 
released their anxiously antic- 
ipated returns to rap during 
summer 2001. Each artist's 
album shines brightly, elevat- 
ing it above the releases of 
their p*ers. 
ledman's "Let's Get 
Dirjy" and D-12's "Purple 
PilD" were two of the hottest 
rarrsingles blazing up radio's 
airwaves. While these pop 
singles may have propelled 
alburn sales, they did not rep- 
resent good albums. 
The records of Cormega, 
BroVn, AZ, Sigel and 
Jadakiss all give listeners 
exceptional tracks from 
be^nning to end. Each artist 
brings a lyrical tenacity 
seemlessly meshed with 
diverse bass-thumping beats. 
Cormega's The Realness is 
exactly what the title states: 
the dealest release in rap in a 
long time. If there is one 
albom that every true rap fan 
should own, this is it. The 
Realness is an instant classic. 
Ttere isn't one track of the 
album's 14 that should be 
skipped "American Beauty" is a 
narration about the current status 
of rap. "Unforgiven" and "Get 
Out My Way" address the beef 
between Cormega and Nas fol- 
lowing their fallout years ago. 
"Glory Days" sounds like an old- 
school rap dassic. 
Brown's return to rap with 
the appropriately titled Rroken 
Silence is her finest effort to 
date. Brown opens the CD by 
addressing the ongoing saga 
between herself and 1-il' Kim 
on "Fallin." 
The masterpiece "Oh 
yeah" uses a sample of Peter 
Toots and is one of several 
songs using reggae beats. 
Complementing "Oh yeah" 
are a number of tracks, 
including the eloquent 
"Saddest Day" and powerful 
"The Letter," featuring Ron 
Isley, that addresses the 
rumors about her tumultuous 
life since her last release. 
AZ also returns to rap with 
Nine Liivs. Anyone who lis- 
tened to AZ's prior work 
shouldn't be surprised by his 
lyrical forte. The production 
on his latest work, however, 
sets Nine (JPPS apart from his 
previous efforts. 
The album opens with an 
outstanding intro where AZ 
speaks to fans and discusses 
looking at rap from the out- 
side in on his recent hiatus 
from the music scene. "At 
night," "Love Me" and "What 
CM   Day About"  highlight 
this CD and allow this great 
lyricist to return to his place 
at the top. 
Sigel's The Reason show- 
cases his talent like never 
before. The promise that Sigel 
displayed leading to his 
record deal with the almighty 
Roc-a-fella Records (Jay-Z's 
label) is finally realized on 
this CD. 
Sigel brings out an all star 
cast of guest appearances 
including Memphis Bleek, 
Jay-Z, Daz, Kurupt and 
Scarface. "Nothing Like it," 
"So what you saying," "Still 
Got Love for you" and 
"What your life like 2" high- 
light the CD. The Reason is a 
superior release that makes 
Sigel Philly's finest rapper 
Jadakiss gave fans his 
new solo debut with Kiss the 
Game Goodbye. While Jadakiss 
left behind The Lox, he did| 
not suffer. Kiss the Game 
Goodbye gives Jadakiss the 
chance to shine, with the help) 
of guest performances on a 
slamming CD. "We Gonna 
Make It" and "Knock Yourselfl 
Out" are already receiving 
tremendous airplay. 
In addition, "Kiss is 
Spittin'" and "Nasty Girl" 
complement these two chart 
buriu-rs as Jadakiss proves he 
belongs. 
Courtly of K<kk a-lclla Record* 
Bookstore cafe: 
a novel job 
The second of two articles 
The most interesting thing about working in a bookstore 
cafe: voyeurism. When I wasn't burning my flesh steaming 
milk, lacerating my palm cutting bagels or wishing the long 
line of customers would just disappear, I would lean against 
the counter and watch customers sit at tables drinking cof- 
fee and reading books. From my vantage point behind the 
espresso machine I could see everything the customers were 
reading. 
Looking back, I like to think I had my finger on the cliched pulse 
of the literary circle. Sometimes titles would catch my interest and, 
during my hour break, 1 would scramble to the shelves to see what 
was so great about a certain book or magazine. 
Speaking of breaks, they were, as I'm sure they are to most 
people, my favorite part of the day. My reasons, however, 
weren't simply to get away from the crowds of customers that 
milled about the cafe* like a lost herd on the weekends. On my 
break, I was free to grab any book, magazine or newspaper off 
the shelves and bring it upstairs with me to the employee 
lounge, where I could read over lukewarm, rubbery Lean 
Cuisine dinners. 
I don't think I've ever been so careful reading as I was dur- 
ing my breaks, paranoid to even turn the page for fear of dam- 
aging the merchandise. And when that exquisite hour was up 
and it was back to the coffee bar for more lattes, cappuccinos 
and caramel mochas, all the employees simply had to do was 
put what items they took back on the shelves, so long as thev 
were in marketable condition. 
Now, I was working only temporarily, mind you, so I did 
not get benefits like health coverage or a house account, but 
there were various other perks that 1 considered, in some cases, 
better than petty health insurance. For one, every part- 
time/temporary employee at Borders is given a 33 percent dis- 
count on all items in the store at any time, meaning that I did 
a lot of my shopping there after work, usually limited to selec- 
tions from the book and DVD sections. 
Another benefit was the book loan program, where every 
employee had the opportunity to pull any two books they 
wanted off the shelves and take them out on a loan for a peri- 
od of 10 days. This program, of course, was like a five-star 
buffet line for this literary obsessed columnist. 
Alt Things 
Literary 
by  senior writer 
Zak Salih 
At times I did feel like I was exploiting the program, taking 
out two books every time and checking out two more when I 
returned them, yet how could 1 pass up the opportunity? 
If there was a book I was unsure about purchasing, a new 
author I wanted to read or a high-calorie popular fiction 
book I absolutely didn't want to waste money on but could- 
n't find at the library, I simply took it home for a few days. 
Keep in mind that when handling said books, one always 
had to be careful because they were meticulously inspected 
upon their return. 
But the most glorious day for me was three days before my 
"retirement" for the rest of the summer: Employee 
Appreciation Weekend, where almost everything in the store 
was 40 percent off for all employees on Saturday and Sunday. 
So on Sunday, before the mandatory staff meeting after clos- 
ing, I counted out all the tips I had made from working in the 
cafe and majestically strode through the double doors of the 
store, licking my lips and hunkering down as I made my way 
through the aisles. 
Imagine a predator hunting a gazelle through the grassy 
fields of some Hemingway-esque savannah; now imagine an 
overweight 18-year old in a dress shirt and slacks doing the 
same thing and you'll have a mental picture (arabesque as it 
may be) of my Employee Appreciation Day Safari 
I'd say I spent an average of about a hundred dollars treat- 
ing myself to John Irving's "The Fourth Hand" and "A Prayer 
for Owen Meany," James Ellroy's "The Cold Six Thousand," 
the late Joseph Heller's "A Portrait of an Artist, as an Old 
Man" and a few other items 1 grabbed on impulse. 
Not to mention the free promo items, which were 
wheeled out in huge boxes after the staff meeting. These are 
mostly CD's, movies, and yes, books that have not yet been 
released. Their purpose is to generate buzz among the book 
and music sellers and also to drive me crazy wondering 
which ones to grab. Inside these boxes are advanced read- 
ers' and listeners' copies and uncorrected manuscripts of 
upcoming literary releases. 
Why, some of you are asking, is he droning on and on 
about books when he worked in the cafe? And the answer is 
frankly, my dedicated readers: If I wanted to write about cof- 
fee I would have started a food column. It was an experience 
to view the world of the commercial bookstore from a differ- 
ent vantage point, and though I had an enjoyable time work- 
ing at the coffee bar, I was still enthralled by the books that 
were so close to me. 
I remember five years ago walking into Borders Store 112 
as just another customer. Now, I've gotten to see what it's like 
on the other side of the counter. 
In the future, when I step into a bookstore, I'm sure I'll (eel 
some odd synergy with those who provide us with reading 
material and caffeinated libations. Never again will I be just a 
customer or just a cafe barrista. I think I'll he somewhere In 
the middle, some obscure amalgamation of the two. 
And you know what? That s jual In**' with me. 
a 
See Zak Salih's column 
"All Things Literary" in 
every Thursday's issue 
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The /Vrrful docker 
Frosty Morning & JMU Folk Dante Assembly 
Thursday. 7p.m. 
Private Dancei Saturday 
The   Biltmore 
DJ Mysom Thuriday 
Kftroaket Friday 
DraniBtic Son tan em Saturday 
Free Win** Monday 
CALHOUN's 
George Turner Trioi Thursday 
Calhoun s Jam Friday 
JMU Jam Tuesday 
Finnigan's Cove 
Jon Fritu Thursday. 10 p.m. 
Muelle Friday. 10 p.m. 
Jimmy Oi Tuesday 
New Dance Festival takes stage 
Guest artists, dance faculty choreograph, perform contemporary works 
■H^HMKM^H^^HHH] i,,  K',.'->, /.mn.i.      oi      irillium who   have  hi 
ir?.. 1      »-.,'- :< *- -<S^Uk WEI muni i',.,i.,ri.un,.  Arts Collective m     dancing  toec-thcr   since I 
The Highlawn Pavilion 
College Ladie s Nighti Thursday 
Mug Nighti Friday 
QlOI Live Ladies Nighti Saturday 
Free Pook Monday 
Dave's Taverna 
Ronny Brandon acoustici Tuesday 
Mair»5t«*ee+ bar < gr\{( 
The Work. Saturday 
Infectious Organisms! Tuesday 
JJ West 6 My Blue Pilk Wednesday 
The Little Grill 
Book of Killsi Friday. 9 p.m. (13 donation) 
Open Stagei Saturday. 9 p.m. 
Muellei Thursday 
Todd Schlabach-acoustic guitan Wednesday 
RYAN PUrt-OSKI/n-mof urtii; 
DAVE KWMnmlnbulinx fthiKuKruphtr 
Associate professor of dance Shane 
0 Ham performs a serf-choreo- 




Look forward, or 
rather, up lo an exciting 
new twist on intermission 
during the "New Dance 
Festival" this weekend. 
On the second floor of 
Duke I fall, above the lobby 
entrance of l-ahmer-Shaelter 
Theatre. 10 dance majors 
will perform "From Where I 
Stand." During this piece, 
the audience is directed lo 
remain outside where they 
can view the dancers 
through the large windows 
above the entrance. Monica 
Bill Barnes of New York, one 
of four guest artists involved 
in this program, choreo- 
graphed this uniqut sit.- 
specific work. 
The other guest artists 
involved with the concert 
are Alan Arnett from the 
faculty of Shenandoah 
University and Carli 
Mareneck and her daugh- 
ter,     Zarina,     f     Trilli  
Performi g in
West Virginia. All pieces except 
the intermission piece will be 
performed by dance faculty 
and guest artists. 
Arnett will perform in the 
jazz dance duet "MARS and 
VENUS" with Suzanne Miller- 
Corso, a dance professor at 
(MU. with whom he co-chore- 
ographed the piece. 
Carli and Zarina M.m-mvk 
will dance together in the duet 
K, mi inhered and Revisited," 
choreographed by Barnes Carli 
will dance in another piece with 
Barnes titled "She 
Snapped /she left," also choreo- 
graphed by Barnes. 
Other members of the JMU 
dance faculty, including 
Shane O'Hara, Cynthia 
Thompson        and Kale 
Trammel!, will also perform 
at the "New Dance Fetflval 
O'Hara will perform two self- 
choreographed solos entitled 
"Skin Deep" and "In the 
Corner"     Thompson     and 
Trammell, been 
i t get er i the 
early '80s, will perform the 
duet "She left behind," chore- 
ographed by Barnes. The con- 
cert consists of mostly mod- 
ern dance and a jazz piece 
done in musical theater style. 
"By producing this concert, 
we (dance faculty) give people 
the opportunity to view the art 
of current, contemporary dance 
that they would not be able to 
see unless they traveled to 
Washington, D.C. or New 
York," Miller-Corso said. 
The "New Dance Festival," 
is at 8 p.m. in Latimer-Shaeffer 
Theatre in Duke Hall on Sept. 7 
and 8. Tickets cost $10 or S6 with 
a (AC card. 
New Dance Festival 
Sept 7, 8 at 8 p.m. 
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre 
Tickets $10, $6 with JAC 
'Hooch' sound 
returns home 
BY RYAN GRAY 
contributing writer 
Hometown favorites 
Everything returned to the 'Burg 
Mond.iy night for a CD release 
party for their latest album 
People are Moving. Joining 
Everything at Highlawn 
Pavilion were Ki: Theory and 
acoustic soloist Paul Bonsiero. 
Many in attendance came 
with a purpose, to see if 
Everything still had "the 
Hooch," a style and song the 
band is well known for. 
The mood was set at around 
9 p.m. with the acoustic style of 
Paul Bonsiero. Bonsiero's pow- 
erful unplugged ballads 
warmed up the crowd for the 
rest of the evening. A quaint 
and comfortable audience wel- 
comed Bonsiero as if he was 
one of their own. Throughout 
the  show,  the  audience and 
bands fed off one 
another's energy. 
I oca) hand Ki- 
Theory charged up 
the audience and 
picked up the pace 
of the evening with 
their powerful set. 
Shifting the tone for 
the night, Ki: 
Theory presented a 
hard rock edge 
with a touch of 
acoustic/electric 
guitar. Powerful 
solos drove Ki: 
Theory's set .1^ it id 
the tone for 
Everything. 
Although the 
crowd was small 
and scattered, it 
roared with excite 
ment 
BKIAN HALL/< tminbuunit pholt>t>raphtr 
Everything guitarist and singer Craig Honeycutt rocks out at the band's CD 
release concert at Highlawn Pavilion Monday night. The band's new album, 
hen  People Are Moving was released Aug. 28. 
siiviiivi:! 
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and 
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE 
Freefall almost a minute 
from 2 1/2 miles high 
from our 22 Jumper 
aircraft on your first skydive! 
JMU discounts 
1 (877) DIVE SKYl 
348-3759 
(540) 943-6587        .^„ 
complete information is on www.skydiveorange.com 
t'JH 
Cjimfde Jrleaswes l^afe 
Restaurant Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4p.m. 
Great Food • Reasonably Priced • Featuring Boars Head Meats & Cheeses ft 
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS • GIFT BASKETS 
Reserve now for Parents Weekend: 
Extended Hours: 
Fri. October 12 Dinner Hours 5-9p.m. 
Sat. October 12 Lunch & Dinner Hours Ila.m.-9 p.m. 
'hot & cold takeout platters also available • 
)U~A, )iu. s.-L~.f~mt>-i*. 36*-2<HiH 
CHEESY BREAD!!! 
It Doesn't Set Better Than 
FREE! 
Buy A Large 1-Topping Pizza For $9.99 And Get 
FREE Cheesy Bread 
Not Valid With Any Other Offer 
Serving JMU West Campus 
& South Main St. 
433-2300 
Serving CSAT/Port Rd 
& North Harrisonburg 
433-3111 
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Why backlash against Starbucks? 
High profile makes coffee conglomerate a fat target 
BY JULIA KELLER 
Knight Ridder 
There is but one surefire sign 
that an idea has slipped into the 
American Zeitgeist: It's satirized 
in The Onion, the alternative 
newspaper whose fake stories 
often sound more plausible 
than reality. 
Because of a recent piece on 
Starbucks - "Starbucks to Begin 
Sinister 'Phase Two' of 
Operation" - we know for cer- 
tain that the Seattle-based coffee 
chain has a bit of a reputation 
problem, that on the scale of 
. trustworthy entities, it ranks 
somewhere between a carjacker 
and Rep. Gary Condit. 
Many people not only 
loathe, despise and detest 
Starbucks, but f\iO believe it is 
trying to take over the world 
one venti skim latte at a time. 
The Onion article insinuat- 
ingly reports that people spy- 
ing   Starbucks   stores   have 
- noted "strange glowing mists, 
howling and /or cowering on 
the part of dogs that pass by," 
as well as the fact that "vari- 
vous mystic runes of the 
;; Kabbalah have been spotted 
^rolling out of Starbucks distri- 
-bution warehouses." 
Also worrisome, the article 
continues, is "a map of North 
America showing the location 
of every existing Starbucks. 
- Lines drawn between the vari- 
' ous stores form a geometric pat- 
tern across the U.S., including 
five-pointed      stars      (and) 
Masonic symbols." 
i This elaborate satire (I mean, 
;it is satire, right? I mean, like, 
"they wouldn't actually be plan- 
ning to... Nab. Right?) depends 
for its humor on a deep-seated 
animosity toward the coffee 
giant, a fear of its power and 
pervasiveness. 
Earlier this month - this is 
for real - 14 Starbucks shops in 
the Chicago area were vandal- 
ized when someone put glue 
in the locks overnight. 
Marches have been organized 
to protest the arrival of new 
Starbucks stores. 
There's just one problem 
with all this anti-Starbucks fer- 
vor: It's manifestly unfair As 
even a minuscule amount of 
research will reveal, Starbucks 
is one of the world's more con- 
scientious, responsible and 
progressive companies. It gives 
full benefits to part-time 
employees; it 
offers stock 





tions of the 
workers who 
harvest its cof- 
fee. It does vir- 
tually every- 
thing right. 
And         its 
reward?  
A public 
image that has 
gone all wrong. Starbucks is a 
curious case of a company that, 
despite its own good works, has 
come to symbolize much that is 
feared and disliked about suc- 
cess, capitalism and the new 
global economy. It seems to be a 
focus for a lot of otherwise free- 
U 
floating anxiety about the con- 
temporary world, about rapid 
and unsettling changes and 
unchecked growth. Starbucks, 
with its 4,522 stores worldwide 
and $2 billion annual revenues, 
makes a fat target. 
Starbucks could start giving 
away its coffee free tomorrow 
and probably face instant accu- 
sations that it had spiked the 
ba-w with a mind-control drug 
that would turn Americans into 
zombies chanting, "I love 
Starbucks ... I love Starbucks " 
As it happens, I do love 
Starbucks, and I am not a zom- 
bie ... I am not a zombie ... I am 
not a ... Whoa, sonry. 
I     love    Starbucks    even 
though the coffee is ludicrously 
expensive. Starbucks helped me 





pay a lot for a 
good cup of 
coffee than a 
whole lot less 
for a bad cup 
— Bill Avers of coffee. 
University of Illinois   Actually, 
professor of education   price  is  yet 
another rea- 




Unlike companies that bully 
their way into a neighborhood 
and undersell the existing mer- 
chants - so-called "predatory 
pricing" - Starbucks doesn't 
undersell anybody. Starbucks is 
virtually always more expen- 
I think people react 
negatively to being 
taken over in a 
monopolistic way. 
sive, not less, than its competi- 
tors. Comparing it to a Wal- 
Mart or other discounting oper- 
ations doesn't make sense. 
And yet the slander and 
vandalism continue. Why? 
"There's a lot of misinforma- 
tion," said Orin Smith, presi- 
dent and chief executive officer 
of Starbucks. "We do hear those 
kinds of things. It's a small 
group of people (who perpe- 
trate it) and it hasn't grown over 
the past three or four years. 
Occasionally a window is bro- 
ken or painted on." 
Several recent books that 
argue against globalization 
have targeted Starbucks for its 
aggressive drive to expand its 
markets, Smith said. And its 
many stores make Starbucks 
an easy target. "We're particu- 
larly exposed because we have 
retail outlets." 
Bill Ayers, education pro- 
fessor at the University of 
Illinois at Chicago and author 
of the recently published mem- 
oir "Fugitive Days" (Beacon 
Press), is a big fan of Starbucks 
coffee. He also possesses solid- 
gold leftist credentials, having 
been a proud member of the 
anti-war Weatherman group in 
the 60s. 
So he seems like the perfect 
guy to explain how Starbucks 
gets such a bad rap from 
today's radicals. 
"I think people react nega- 
tively to being taken over in a 
monopolistic way," Ayers said. 
"The nature of a neighborhood 
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Feelin' Sa Today? 
Find your flare (if you only have 15 pieces) 
at The Breezel 
Call Jen and KC at x8-3151 today 
BY BILLY O'KEEFE 
Knight Ridder 
If there was a silver lining to 
the cloud surrounding the 
launch of the PlayStation 2, it 
was EA Sports, which managed 
to deliver a near-flawless game 
of football to PS2 country while 
other companies offered up 
nothing but delays. 
A year later, not much has 
changed about the best foot- 
ball game ever made, except 
that it is better. "Madden 
2002" will feel extremely 
familiar to fans of last year's 
game, but some subtle and 
not-so-subtle improvements 
make the game a most wor- 
thy second helping for any- 
one who remotely enjoys the 
game of football. 
First things first: The player 
models no longer stare straight 
ahead like zombies. For some 
reason that drove everyone 
crazy last year, so let's just get 
that out of the way. 
Little changes like this have 
been made all over the place, 
and "Madden's" overall pre- 
sentation, while similar to its 
excellent predecessor, features 
plenty of new touches and 
gusto. Between-play cinemas 
and replays are more prevalent, 
actual NFL coaches roam the 
sidelines, and the whole pack- 
age comes together, both visual- 
ly and aurally, in a more seam- 
less fashion than before. 
Many of these touches and 
improvements were on display 
in EA's recently released 
"NCAA 2001," but while that 
game captured the college 
experience like lightning in a 
bottle. Madden presents the 
harsher pro game with more 
polish, more noise and less for- 
giveness. Everything about 
"Madden," right down to the 
in-game menus and play selec- 
tion screens, feels sped-up and 
a little cold, and the on-field 
action is louder and much more 
raucous. Similarly, the 
announcing team of Pat 
SiiiniiuT.il and John Madden is 
less friendly than "NCAA's" 
trio, and Summeral's painfully 
stiff delivery is authentic, but 
hard to endure. 
As far as game play is 
concerned, "Madden 2002" 
plays like a Madden game 
should play. The series has 
largely kept the same system 
for the past 11 years while 
changing everything around 
it, and this year is no excep- 
tion. As usual, EA goes for 
realism over speed, and the 
control scheme, despite 
being busy, is easy to pick up 
and doesn't force you to per- 
form any arcane button com- 
binations. If you've played 
any Madden game on any 
system before, this one 
should feel like second 
nature after a game or two. 
Madden features exhibition 
and season play, as well as the 
best multiple-season dynasty 
mode in the business. The cre- 
ate-a-player mode is back, and 
there are a large number of 
teams from which you can 
choose, including the current 
crop of NFL teams, the expan- 
sion I louston Texans, the entire 
NFI. Europe and many teams 
from the past five decades. 
The excellent "Madden 
Challenge," which lets you col- 
lect points and unlock bonus 
teams, players and more, also 
returns, and "Madden 2002" 
also includes a scenario-based 
two-minute drill to collect 
additional points. 
The best news of all, and the 
reason to get this game if you 
have last year's version, is the 
create-a-team mode, which 
allows you to name your own 
team and customize its logo, 
uniform, colors and stadium. 
You can even hold an expan- 
sion draft to stock up your ros- 
ter, and the team is playable in 
the dynasty mode. 
"Madden 2002" is a familiar 
beast for sure, but the game 
offers so much depth that even 
the tiniest additions made an 
old experience feel new again. If 
you're a football fan, then this 
game is a must. 
West Side Barber Shop 
and Styling Salon 
Specializing 
in flat-tops, 
high & tights, 










Transit Bus Stop 
Walk-Ins 
635 W Market St 
Rte 33 W across from 
Rockingham New Holland 
442-6722 
Sharon, Debbie, Danny, Crystal, Wende, Marcie, 
Brenda, and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral 
we throw all kinds of 
[obstacles] at you. 
tuition isn't one of them. 
Sim. we'll h«t you climbing walls But if you Qualify (or 
a 2- or 3-ytar scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't 
have to worry about   Talk a in Army ROTC rep AnO get a 
lag uo on your future 
ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course y°u can take. 
4 
Get what you deserve! 
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633 
We're flood for everybody 
755 Cantrell Avenue - llarriaonburg. Va 22801 
(540) 564 1600    fax: (540) 564 0979 
bia.pl   shentel.net 
510 E. Market Street 
Harrisonburg 
564-1925 







• Aroma Therapy Treatment 
•Full Body Massage 
■ Manicures & Pedicures 
•Silk Nails 
•Facial & Body Waxing 
•Spa Glows 8c Sea Algae Wraps 
•Make Up 
Qi-jft Gen&lficateA AitculaJUe. 
Kline's waffle 
Mellsaa Yates 
cones bring smil 
and Mary Lee. 




EVERYTHISG, from page 14 
Everything hit the stage. 
Time seemed endless as 
Everything played with a 
dazzling mix of new and old 
songs for over an hour and a 
half. It performed most of the 
songs from its new album 
People are Moving, giving the 
audience a taste of what their 
new sound is all about. 
With reworked songs like 
"Good Thing" and a wonderful 
rendition of U2's "One," 
Everything captured the audi- 
ence's attention. 
To accompany the songs 
from People are Moving, bassist 
David Slankard used a laptop 
computer to re-generate sam- 
ples that played along with 
the band. The band dedicated 
I jazzed-up version of 
"Hooch"to all JMU students 
who know how to have freaky 
fun in the Valley. "Hooch," the 
band's first single off the 
album Unconditional was 
warmly received as the night 
ended. 
Although the show was on 
a Monday evening, the sleep 
loss was well worth it for 
those in attendance. 
Everything heads out on the 
road this week for a short East 
Coast tour to promote People 
are Moving. The band 
promised to return to 
H.irnsonburg at some point 
within the year. The band's 
performance proved that it 
really can get people moving. 
STYLE 
Kline's treats the 'Burg well 
CINDY TlNKER/uviior phfiugrapher 
es to juniors Eva Goedhart. 
KUNE'S. from page n 
see local Harrisonburg families - 
grandmas taking their grandchil- 
dren for a treat, parents reward- 
ing kids for a great T-ball game. 1 
go there and I feel like I'm in a 
true small-town atmosphere." 
Families and college students 
alike grace the pknic tables and 
benches outside. "It's a very nice 
family place," Yolanda Blake 
said as her two children enjoyed 
a couple cones. "I like raspber- 
ry," added her five-year-old 
daughter Samantha. 
"It's a place where friends 
can enjoy good ice cream and 
good company," junior Chris 
Clarke said. 
Kline's continues to be a 
family-oriented, tradition 
based establishment. Klines' 
manager, Kelly Spilman, said 
Kline's is a friendly place. 
"It's a great atmosphere, 
everyone is friends," she 
said. "When it's crowded, it's 
even more fun. I'm never dis- 
appointed to go to work." 
Arehart began working 
for Kline's at age 19, taking 
over when Bess retired in 
1992 after almost 50 years of 
serving her famed ice cream. 
Until that time, Bess could 
be found working with the 
staff at the shop each day, 
keeping       the       operation 
smoothly running and pre- 
serving her tried and true 
chocolate, vanilla and flavor 
of the week. 
As for the flavor of the 
week, today it is chocolate 
peanut butter. In addition to 
favorites like raspberry, 
peach, banana, mint Oreo 
and pumpkin, Arehart said to 
look forward to new addi- 
tions to the list, including 
cherry chocolate chip and 
pralines and cream 
Kline's is open Monday 
through Thursday, 11 a.m. to 
10 p.m., Friday and Saturday 
11 a.m. to 10:30 p.m., and 
Sunday noon to 10 p.r.i. 
Starbucks, slightly sinister? 
Often-criticized coffee chain still brings in the bucks 
STARBUCKS, from page 15 
But doesn't it matter that 
many corporations are far 
worse to their employees and 
far better examples of 
exploding, irresponsible 
growth than Starbucks? 
Nope, Ayers said. "For what- 
ever reason, the meaning of 
Starbucks to a group of young 
people is global capitalism run 
amok. True or not true, it's 
there. Protests aren't always 
based on rationality." 
As long as irrationality is 
sanctioned, then, I'll admit 
that my affection for Starbucks 
springs as much from its name 
as from its coffee  The name 
hails from the first mate's 
moniker in Herman Melville's 
"Moby Dick." 
And what a name it is, 
filled with astral mystery yet 
not waterlogged with senti- 
ment. And it sure beats what 
Starbucks founder Howard 
Schultz claimed was his part- 
ners' first choice: Pequod, the 
name of Capt. Ahab's 
doomed ship. 
In his autobiography "Pour 
Your Heart Into It: How 
Starbucks Built a Company One 
Cup at a Time" (Hyperion), 
Schultz said he was forced to 
point out that, for obvious rea- 
sons, you don't name a bever- 
age company "Pequod." 
But Starbuck - ah, 
Starbuck! Described by a fel- 
low seaman as "a lively chief 
mate, that; good man, and 
pious," Starbuck is almost as 
memorable as the great 
white whale, a man sensitive 
to "the wild watery loneli- 
ness of his life," as Melville 
tells it. "He was a long, 
earnest man, and though 
born on a icy coast, seemed 
well adapted to endure hot 
latitudes, his flesh being 
hard as twice-baked biscuit." 
Thank goodness Star- 
bucks doesn't model its pas- 
tries after him. 
Practicum 
hours: 
You need 'em, 
we got 'em 
Call Jen and KC at the 
style desk X83151 
www.collegepark.org 
432-1001 
\      I. Ml I       I   I i\| l'\\\ 
College Park-Ashby Crossing    1191 Devon Lane 
^IAVEY0HHPENNIEiilTPUN9! 
P.O.D. * Satellite 
3enre-Bneihlng hard rook  oonbo  P.O.D.   are b«ok with SATELLITE, 
the hlghly-antlolpeteil  follow-up  to   1999'a.THE PUNDiUENTAL 
ELEMENTS  OP   S0UTHT0WN. 
Uuoh of  the  naw album'a   lyrical  contant -   at  turns powerful, 
passionals,   and poignant -  daala with  the band'a outapokan ballaf 
In   expressions   of   aplrltual   advantura   and   affirmation.   Uualoally 
apaaklng,   SATELLITE  flnda  tha  SoCal-baaad quartet progressing 
leaps   and bounds.   Throughout   tha  record,   P.O.D.   Incorporate  a 
variety of naw   texturea  and etylea  Into  thalr aonlo araenal, 
from hip hop  and dub  raggaa,   to  hardcore punk  and heavy natal. 
w 
POD. Satellite 
ON SALE 13.99 
"Powerful, passionate, and 
poignant hrtics the! deal 
with spwituei edventures 
and affirmation" 
STAIND Break tha Cyclt 
ON SALE 1399 
"A bend Out imbuts the most 
eggressive and dissonant 




ON SALE 14.99 
budt one herd rock lounde 
ton (levered with hip-hop 
vocal styling,, and as melodic 
as it it confrontational ' 
MISSY ELLIOTT Miss E   So Addictive 
ON SALE 13.99 
'k thousand times more eicong in every wey man 
most everything m the eir at the moment' 
The Wire 
DISTURB*D The Sickness 
ON SALE 13 99 
a minute ol raw. oat level metal and indue 
tnel/attctron* becking   a terrific debut 
elbum" — All Mime Guide 
Plan 9, what a record 




1790 96 E. Market St. 
check out Flam 9 
for now & mad 
CD.. DVD'a. LP.. 
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L Gray's NFL anatomy 
Aaron Gray gives you the 
ins and outs of the NFL 
season ahead. 
see below 
"We made a couple of posi- 
tion changes in the spring that 
enabled us lo get our best 
players on the field." 
TOM MARTIN 
men's soccer coach 
Women's soccer lops Ole' 
Miss. 
After struggling in the 
first half, JMU looked like a 
different team in the second 
as the Dukes got by the 
University of Mississippi 1- 
0 Monday at Reservoir 
Street Field. 
JMU, who is off to a 2-0 
start this season, received 
its lone goal with just over 
seven minutes left in the 
second half from sopho- 
more Abby Karpinski. 
Red-shirt sophomore 
Marissa Lemme found 
Karpinski at the top of the 
box for a shot that rolled 
past Rebel goalkeeper 
Melinda Smith into the 
left corner of the goal. The 
goal was Karpinski's sec- 
ond score in as many 
games for the Dukes. 
Rebel Kristal Menard 
had a chance to score in the 
second, but JMU senior 
goalkeeper Suzanne 
Wilson tapped the shot 
over the top of the goal for 
the save with less than a 
minute to play. 
Berry named golf assistant 
coach 
JMU named Dawn 
Berry the assistant coach 
for men's and women's 
golf. Berry was a four- 
year member of the golf 
team at the University of 
Oregon and was a 2001 
All-Pacific 10 first-team 
all-academic selection in 
her senior year. 
Friday, Sept, 7 
- Women's soccer hosts the 
University of Tennesec in 
the JMU/Comfort Inn 
Invitational at Reservoir 
Street Field at 7:30 p.m. 
- Volleyball travels lo face 
Valparaiso University at 
the Western Michigan 
Ameritech Invitational in 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
- Women's golf competes 
in the Unlimited Potential 
Baytree Classic in Myrtle 
Beach, SC. 
- Football travels to face the 
University of New 
Hampshire in Durham, 
N.H. 
- Men's soccer hosts the 
Blue Hens from the 
University of Delaware 
at Reservoir Street Field 
at 7 p.m. 
- Field Hockey takes on 
Kent State University in 
College Park, Md. 
• Volleyball continues 
play at the Western 
Michigan Ameritech 
Invitational in Kalamazoo, 
Mich, against Western 
Michigan University. 
- Men's and women's cross 
country compete at the 
Virginia Invitational. 
- Women's golf continues 
play in the Unlimited 
Potential Baytree Classic in 
Myrtle Beach, SC. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Retooled Dukes fired up for start 
BY KELLY GILLESPIE 
staff writer 
The 2001 men's soccer 
season looks promising for 
the Dukes. After finishing 
first place in the CAA in 
2000, as well as having their 
sixth NCAA appearance in 
the List nine years, this 
year's team hopes they can 
do as well, if not better, than 
last year's squad. 
JMU lost two of its all-time 
leading scorers in Brandon 
Wright ('01) and Alte 
Rognerud ('01). Randy 
Steeprow ('01), an all-CAA 
midfielder, and David Wood 
('01), a first-team all-region 
midfielder, also departed. 
Needless to say, the Dukes 
were forced to make some 
adjustments on the field. 
"We're coming off a very 
good year," coach Tom Martin 
said in the team's media 
guide. "We had a lot of big 
losses, and we made some 
moves in the spring position- 
wise that our players adapted 
to really well. You don't 
replace the players we lost, 
but you don't want to go back 
to ground zero either." 
Along with assistant coaches 
Tom Foley and Dan Ensley, 
Martin worked at moving the 
veteran players around and 
incorporating the newcomers 
into the lineup. 
"We made a couple of posi- 
tion changes in the spring that 
enabled us to get our best play- 
ers on the field," Martin said of 
the adjustments. 
Red-shirt junior Josh 
Kovolenko returns as starting 
goalkeeper this season after 
earning first team all-conference 
and all-state honors in 2000. 
Kovolenko had a 0.76-percent 
goals-against average that 
ranked him ninth in the nation 
last fall. On defense, the Dukes 
look to senior John Ambridge 
and junior Christopher Pitt, as 
well as sophomore Rob Overton 
who will all be returning from 
last season. Red-shirt senior 
defender Ed Fox, who missed 
the 2000 season due to a knee 
injury, returns to the field this 
year for JMU. 
"We've got a nice mix to 
work with four reluming play- 
ers," Martin said of his defen- 
sive lineup. "Ambridge, 
Overton, and Pitt did a solid job 
for us last year With those play- 
ers coming back, and Fox com- 
ing off an injury, we've got a 
pretty good place to start build- 
ing a team right there." 
The Dukes will miss Wood 
and Steeprow in the midheld. 
but fortunately JMU returns sen- 
iors Reggie Rivers and Levi 
Strayer and junior Brian 
McGettigan. Strayer, a two-time 
all-region selection, is back at 
midheld this season after serv- 
ing as defender in 2000, where 
he earned CAA Co-Defender of 
the Year. The team looks to mid- 
field help from senior Mike 
Godwin and junior Ben Munro. 
"Losing Wood and 
Steeprow took away a lot of 
what we like to do as a team," 
Martin said. "Strayer will 
move up to fill Woods' role as 
more of a defensive-minded 
midfielder. In the creative 
role that Steeprow played, 
we're looking to Ben Munro, 
who is coming off a very solid 
year. We also have Mike 
Godwin in midfield. Mike 
gives us tremendous work 
rate in the midfield, either 
wide or inside." 
"So far I believe our team 
has adjusted very well to the loss 
of the four starters," said senior 
forward Carl Younis, one of last 
year's Rookies of the Year. "We 
have always been deep in the 
midfield positions, and with 
some adjustments to the front 
line and a great recruiting class, 
hopefully the gape up front will 
be filled." 
The Dukes lost forwards 
Wright and Rognerud after last 
season, and Younis, although he 
started six games last year as a 
defender, was moved in the off- 
season to a forward position. 
"I am very excited about 
moving to offense this year," 
Younis said of his new role 
"Our defense has always been 
very solid and with the new 
change, hopefully 1 will get 
more chances to better help the 
team up front." 
Martin said, "Probably our 
biggest losses were up front 
with Wright and Rognerud. 
"We lost experience, goal- 
scoring and some speed. But 
Younis played very well up 
front this spring, and 
Rutledge has stepped up his 
game a bit." 
Last season, JMU's RP1 
(strength of schedule) was 
ranked 22nd in the nation, and 
this year's list of opponents is 
even   harder.   JMU   opened 
against Wake Forest University 
on Aug. 31, a 2-0 loss, and then 
fell to 2000 final four participant 
Southern Methodist University 
4-2 on Sept 2. 
"Our biggest challenges this 
year are going to be with [The 
College of William    & Mary] 
and Virginia Commonwealth 
University," Younis said. "They 
an? both conference teams that 
are always hard for us. UVa. is 
also going to be a difficult game 
for us late this season." 
Martin said, "We want to 
play the best teams we can play. 
and playing a strong schedule's 
going to help us ... This sched- 
ule will stack up with anybody's 
in the country." 
The Dukes open their home 
season this Saturday against the 
University of Delaware at 7 
p.m. at the Reservoir Street 
Phoio Courtesy of JMU PHOTOGRAPHY 
Junior Josh Kovolenko was ranked In the top-10 In the nation In goals-against average In '00. 
IDIOT SAVANT AARON GRAY 
What the Faulk? Titans over Rams 
Wake up sports fans; it's that 
time of the year again! The mon- 
sters of the gridiron are back for 
what looks like to be another 
amazing season in the NFL. 
And just in time, too. No 
offense to baseball fans, but the 
summer couldn't end soon 
enough. Now 1 can watch an 
entire "SportsCenter" broadcast 
without falling asleep. 
1 lopefully we won't hear Tiger's 
name for a couple of weeks. 
Ichiro made it interesting, and 
Barry kept me guessing, but now 
it's NFL pnmetime (and he's 
gone too). Out with the boys of 
summer and in with the 300- 
pound offensive linemen; break 
out the good old pigskin 
This summer featured star 
players shuffled though the 
league, competing for spots 
they once dominated. 
Quarterback controversies 
are now cliche, that stir running 
back always seems to blow out 
his knee, and we even got the 
SObra heads ticked off. What's 
next, the Chargers in the Super 
Bowl? Maybe I'm getting 
ahead of myself, but keep read- 
ing .is I attempt to break down 
the conferences, declare a cham- 
pion and try to name at least 
one defensive player on the 
Arizona Cardinals. 
let's start it off with the play- 
pound bullies of the AFC 
Central The Ravens and the 
Titans were among the league's 
premiere teams last year. Their 
dominance should continue as 
thev pound on the rest of the 
conference. As for the rest of the 
conference, the Jacksonville 
jaguars can't keep quarterback 
Mark Brunell healthy and the 
Pittsburgh Steelers don't show 
up half the time. I don't know 
what position Kordell Stewart 
plays, and I doubt coach Bill 
Cowher has the patience for him 
anymore. Running back Corey 
Dillon will help the Cincinnati 
Bengals and that's only if new 
quarterback Jon Kitna can get his 
act together. 
That leaves the elusive 
Cleveland Browns who have 
gone though more coaches than 
any expansion team in history. 
New coach Butch Davis will 
attempt to compete on the MOM 
field as the Ravens and Titans 
with his flashy University of 
Miami-style offense. 
The NFC Central always 
looks good on paper before the 
season. The Green Bay Packers 
and the Tampa Bay Bucs bring 
smash-mouth football to the table 
again. I think the cheeseheads in 
Wisconsin will finally have some- 
thing to cheer about in what 
looks like quarterback Brett 
Farve's farewell tour. The addi- 
tion of quarterback Brad Johnson 
will bring some consistency to the 
"I want the ball" Keyshawn 
Johnson offense in Tampa Bay. 
Defensive end Simeon Rice wUI 
help out Warren Sapp with the 
pass rush, and if running back 
Warrick Dunn can take over this 
year, the Bucs look solid on both 
ends. The only thing that scares 
this team is the snow in 
Philadelphia. After the 44-0 shel- 
lacking in the NFC 
Championship game last year, 
coach Dennis Green and the 
Minnesota Vikings are looking to 
rebuild. The tragic death of Pro- 
Bowler Korey Stringer will hurt 
from a mental standpoint and 
even Randy Moss said he doesn't 
think they will get lo the Super 
Bowl after List year's defeat, the 
defense lost |ohn Randle, Todd 
Steussie and Dwanye Rudd — 
you do the math. 
The New Orleans Saints will 
surprise everyone. The defense, 
led by T La'Roi Glover, will 
once again lead the division. 
Quarterback Aaron Brooks is 
the real deal and he has an 
emerging Ricky Williams in the 
DM kfield to help him Cut if the 
Saints want to get more than a 
wild card this year, they will 
have to keep pace with the St 
Louis Rams. The up-tempo 
offense returns with healthy 
starting with quarterback Kurt 
Warner at the helm. He can 
either thmw to the best wide 
receiver trio in the league (Tony 
Molt, Isaac Bruce and Az-Zahir 
Hakim) or hand it off to the 
ser GRAY, page 18 
Aaron's 
IXIFL ions 
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nashy Marshall hulk. Off-sea- 
son additions of defensive end 
Cedric )ones and cornerback 
Aeneas Williams should help a 
struggling defense thai Mirrcn- 
dered 29 points per game last 
year Rookiequarterbacks t hns 
Weinke and Michael Vick will 
do minimal damage witfl the 
Panthers and the ralcOfM PR) 
Bowl quarterback Jeff Garcia 
will have the same problem 
that has faced the Niners since 
the '80s — a running game. 
Intact for two seasons, the 
Indianapolis Colts an? 23-9. But 
how much more does the offen- 
sive crew of Pavton Manning, 
Hderrin James and Marvin 
Harrison have to get done 
before the Super Bowl knocks 
on their door? The return of 
linebacker Rob Morris will help 
the improving Colt defense. I 
still think the ghost of Dan 
Marino haunts Miami quarter 
back Jay Fiedler. 
Injuries have hurt linebacker 
Zach Thomas tin- List two |fODI 
hopefully he can get his speed 
back and return M ■ defensive 
leader Running back t urtll 
Martin will gel help from one of 
the best lines in the league. If 
only the Jets could fill the shad- 
ows left by Bill P.inelU and 
Keyshan Johnson. Have the 
Bills' faithful warmed up to 
quarterback Rob Johnson? With 
Doug Flutie and the three-year 
quarterback controversy out of 
the picture, I think the Bills 
could be another team that 
might surprise some people. All 
I can say for New Fngland is 
where did they get $100 million 
from? Quarterback Drew 
Bledsoe's stats have (alien the 
last couple of seasons. They say 
his mobility has improved, yet 
he was sacked 100 times in the 
last two years. Coach Bill 
Belichick could be in trouble. 
The Oakland Raiders look to 
be the strongest coming into the 
season. With a group of old- 
timers on offense, coach Jon 
SPORTS 
PICKS 
 OF        THE 
ITT,    ,-.    T-^   T ^ WEEK 8 
Week # 1 
Season lolal  
Las! week  
Winning percentage . 
I Oakland at Kansas City 
Miami at Tennesee 
Washington at San Diego 
Tampa Bay at Dallas 
Chicago at Baltimore 
JMU at New Hampshire 
■ Michigan at Washington 
■ Fresno St. at Wisconsin 
I Notre Dame at Nebraska 
[South Carolina at Georgia 












































































Histiiry guards her recurds with a watchful eye and a steady hand. A week a>;o If VtffKn'f  BMMHt   to be Raptor-man (a.k.a. Snoop) and MrWilson should kxik to rebound after a 
guest predictor Matty came within one game of the POTW's first 11-0 perfor- 
mance, then he ran head first into Fresno State. Maybe if you woukla gotten that haircut. Vitt 
After pulling some magic out of who-knowvwhere, the Longhom finds herself in first place 
rollowing one week of acbon She celebrated her success by being iivtime to a design meeting 
where si* taunted Gtcech, once again calling her the "dumb girl" and saying she siuuld get used 
to being in the cellar. Oh yeah, she didn't wash Cheech a happy birthday yesterday either Things 
.in- grtting awfully tense between these two. 
pathetic start; well, at least Wilson should Smxip ftwnd some birthday bnnvrues 
on Cheedi's desk, and since then his picks haw taken a strange turn. 
Cheech celebrated a 21st birthday yesterday and apparently began the festivities before com- 
ing into work, going so far as using the word "sucks" in one angry outburst. Whoa, Cheech. you 
kiss your mother with that nuHIth' 
Joining us on the panel this week is the minion of news, lames "Police log sucks" David. This 
^uvt.annv>\c in a desk chair like few know and even fewer .are lo. 
Grudcn promised Al Davis 
another run at a championship. 
At 35, quarterback Rich 
Cannon could be on his last legs. 
Wide-out Tim Brown is accom- 
panied by Jerry Rice who is on 
an extended retirement party. 
The additions of running back 
Charlie Gardner and defensive 
end Trace Armstrong will pro- 
vide depth. A new stadium and 
a new defense will raise hopes in 
Denver. Coach Mike Shanahan 
will once again guide an emerg- 
ing quarterback to stanlom with 
Brain Griese on board. Griese 
had a solid preseason, and if 
they can figure out the running 
back situation, the Broncos will 
be tough to beat 
Ranked 31st in defense last 
season, the Seattle Seahawks 
worked the free agency market 
to acquire weathered tackles 
John Randle and Chad Eaton. 
Linebacker Levon Kirkland 
pined the party later. Coach 
Mike Holmgren might be 
rolling    the    dice    on    this 
llassh-b.uk guy. but we'll find 
out sooner or later 
Watch out for the Kansas 
City Chiefs. After rejecting Dan 
Synder's plan to rebuild the 
mess in Washington, coach Dick 
Vermeil was pulled out of retnv- 
ment by Chiefs president Carl 
Peterson. Surrendering their 
first-round pick for quarterback 
Trent Green could pay off. 
Remember, it was Green whom 
Vermeil originally envisioned as 
the point man for his fast offen- 
sive scheme in St. Louis 
That finally brings us to the 
\l ( 1 asl Not as strong as a 
decade ago. some say this divi- 
sion's title is up for grabs. The 
return of running back IXiece 
Staley won't do much to this 
one-man highlight film in 
Philly. Sure, quarterback 
Donovan McNabb could use 
some help, but this team needs 
to figure out a way to beat the 
\ew York Giants. The retire- 
ment of Dallas quarterback Troy 
Aikman marks the end of the 
Cowboy era. But who's this' 
Chun, v Ctfttf? The new Dallas 
quarterback looked good in pre- 
season. With running back 
Emmit Smith getting pounded 
this year, coach Dave Campo 
incorporated the option play 
into his offense. Will it work 
against the physical run-defens- 
es in the NFC— I doubt it 
The New York Ciiants are 
coming off a Super Bowl run that 
was sparked by encouraging 
words from their coach when his 
job was on the line. Coach )im 
Fassel managed to keep the core 
team together and with the addi- 
tion of defensive end Kenny 
I lolmes. they look even stronger 
on defense. Quarterback Kerry 
Collins looks sharp and running 
back Ron Dayne showed up to 
camp 15 pounds lighter. They'll 
need 'Thunder & Lighting" to 
survive I first place schedule. 
The Redskins have almost 30 
new faces on this year's roster. 
The $100 million team of a year 
ago lost II starters in the off-sea- 
son Quarterback Jeff George 
tnmmed his mullet but is abCM) 
getting heat from newly acquired 
quarterback Tony Banks. 
With Synder breathing 
down everyone's back, no one 
knows what to expect. Maybe 
the 'Skins' new coach Marty 
Schottenheimer can come up 
with a winning strategy. What 
can you say about the 
Cardinals? Quarterback (ake 
Plummer and ... all those other 
guys might have to wait until 
next year. 
Which defense ranked No. 1 
in the NFL last season' You 
probably think you know the 
answer, but it was the Tennessee 
Titans, not the Ravens. 
Tennessee's "D" actuallv sur- 
rendered (ewer yards and first 
downs, and only 1.6 points 
more per game than the Ravens. 
We all know that defense wins 
Super Bowls, and there's no 
exception in this case. That's 
why the Titans and Ravens will 
again battle for the AFC crown. 
linebacker Kay lewis hasn't 
I. «t a step and quarterback I k is 
Grbac has one last chance to 
bring it home as a starter. 
Tennessee running back Eddie 
George is the most durable back 
in the league and defensive end 
Jevon Kearse will headline the 
freak show again this season. 
The NFC is shaping up dif- 
ferently from last season. I'm 
sure the Bucs and the Giants 
will make valiant efforts, but the » 
title match will belong to the" 
saints and the Rams. If the St. 
I ouis defense can hold up I 
believe they have the edge. But 
it doesn't matter, the Titans 
have too much talent for any 
team in the NFC and will steal 
the Lombardi Trophy, 35-14. 
Aaron Gray is a 
senior   SMAD 
major IWIU is on 
the run from tlte 
oil's for   yelling 
illegal fireworks 
on  the black 
tthtrkti. jfl 
o 
Get   some BALLS. 
Write   for 
ft ',<*",, 
SPORTS 
Interested?   Come   to   the   sports 
writers   meeting   at   5:30   p.m., 
Thursday,    Sept.    6    in   The   Breeze 
office    (located   in   the   basement 
of   Anthony-Seeger). 
i 
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Country Horn* - 10 minutes from 
campus BAB charm, great rates 
Booh now for football games, fall 
colors. Homecoming, and parent 
visits. Visit our website 
(nfamonreOanoo.com Book now 
for a stay to remember. 
Apartment at Aehby CraMtaf - 
Available now Tree September rent 
and security deposit paid! $330. 
furnished. Ethernet, cable, phone 
Una 757-4364261. 
FOR SALE 
VtoMn For Sate - barer* used, new 
strings, hard case/bow. $190. 
O.b.O. Call Tim. 434 5780 or 
hacktitjmu edu 
*••• Teyeta C•fella • 62.000 
miles, great condition S8.200. 
Can 4210248 
■rand New Sony Waekiaan • with 
AC adapter, car attachment, 
headphones, and cover for S75. 
Please call Brock. 2464351. 
DP Exercise Bike - needs seat 
SlO Muiry Qlrl's Mountain 
Climber Bike 20' 10 speed. 
145 Marry XT* -Mountain 
Eatreme" Bike • IB'. 10 speed. 
145. Ladles/GM-s Roadmaster 
18 speed 24*. $45 Men's Huffy 
Tundra • 18 speed. 24*. almost 
new. 175 434-3035 
HELP WANTED 
Gymnaitlc Coaches/Instructors 
I-Call 43^ 3427 
Chad Care Wanted ■ Drix ni.wlp. 
creative students to provide child 
care for area families. Full time or 
part time, primarily weekdays. Call 
ChadCere Connection. 433-4531. 
SSOO/hour • Nude models needed 
for a>l classes. No eipenence 
necessary. Part-time work. Call Jeff 
Hoodock at 801 8121. E-mail 
ief thudakfSaoi com 
Ad sales • Local monthly paper 
needs energetic students for ad 
sales A great part-time rob. Send 
resume with phone number to 
papei22801Oaoi.com. 
<»> innuMio 
Hxmonhurg Park* A Reaealion is 
seeking fy mrusu. % inuruciort for 
MuitaLit jnd Wednesday afternoons 
CM 433-eia 
for more informMion 
Mr. Oattl's Plna Put • now hiring 
part-time waiters/waitresses and 
delivery drivers! Ne»t to Big Lots 
and Rugged Warehouse. 433O606. 
First Church of the Brethren Day 
Care Canter • needs assistant 
director immediately Must be at 
least 21 years ok) and have early 
childhood e>perience. plus at least 
48 semester hours. Need 
someone M-F from 36 p.m. Send 
resume to First Church of the 
Brethren Daycare. 315 S Dogwood 
Drive. Harnsonburg. VA 22801. 
Part-Haw DsHvary Person - for 
local furniture store 433O909. 
CMIfJcare Needed - light 
housework, nice kids, fieiibie 
hours, vehicle required. Call 
4337127. 
Local Independent Monthly 
Newspaper • is m need of student 
writers and photographers. 
Opportunity to write feature 
stories, revwws. and fiction. Build 
your portfolio We also need 
talented photographers with 
eipenence Send resume or wrrting 
sample with phone number to 
poper22801t>aoi com. 
SERVICES 
Computer Repair - Free home 
visits. Free diagnosis and 
Instruction 4303269 
Attention Students! "want to buy 
quality ieweiry at an affordable 
price? Well Tj Fashions Jewelry & 
Gift Shop is where you should 
shop. We offer sterling silver 1014 
karat gold, anklets, bracelets, 
charms, chains, rings, nameplates. 
special orders, etc. Present 1.0. 
and get 25% - 50% off retail on 
most items Located at 200 6th 
Street m Grottoes. Just 5 minutes 
from the JMU farm. 11 00 a.m. - 
6:00 p.m. TUBS. - Frl. 10:00 a.m. • 
4:00 p m Sat   54O-249O061 
Wasters. RkSng Lessons -10 miles 
north of campus 8336604 
Academic     Analyst free 
consultation. Get your perfect 
course schedule. Save time, 
money. Graduate early, extra 
degrees See Breeze Business 
D-rectory 540430 W9? 
WANTED 
Palio Dates Wanted! 
UN Prr day luiranlnd 
\n:: Mill  V|J|. 
I .I|H Mri.'v. (   lolhing, 
J*wHrj, Native Colton 
540.95.1-1072 before 9:00 pjn. 
SPRING BREAK 
AAAAI Spring Break Speclalsl 
Cancun and Jamaica from $389' 
Air. hotel, free meals. Award 
winning companyl Group leaders 
free! Florida vacations $129! 
soinngtwearrtrave/. com 
1-8006786386 
Spring Braak 20021 Student 
E«press is now hiring sakts reps 
Cancun features Free meals and 
parties at Fat Tuesdays MTV 
Beach Headquarters Acspulco. 
Me/atian. Jamaica. Bahamas. 
Soutn Padre. Florida Prices from 
$469. with Major Airlines 24.000 
travelers in 2001. CsS SCO 787 3787 
for a free brochure or e-mail 
boofcit€Pstuciente«press com 
www. sru0enretpress.eom 
Spring Break 2002 r,,,\-\ *:t 
STS. America's »1 Student Tou' 
Operator to Jamaica. Weiico. 
Bahamas, or Florida Promote 
trips on-campus to earn cash and 
free tnps. infomvuion/Reservatrons 
18006484849 or mmstatatef com 
AAAA' Early Specials' i ■ .,■ 
Break Bahamas Party Cruise* 5 
days $2791 includes meals. 
parties. Awesome beaches. 
nightlife' Departs from Florida' Ot 
group go freel 1-80O6786386 
spr*ngiVea*f'ave/com 
f 1 Spring Break ssSE5 • Best 
prices guaranteed! Cancun. 
Jamaica, Banarnas. & FtortrJaf Book 
early and receive see meal plan No* 
hrrrg campus reps! 16CO2347007 
tvww.encsesssumiTteffours.com 
PERSONALS 
Oet madf tvwwemadmoney.com 
valuable coupons' $1 00 off with 
this ad 
Shy dive I One day first tandem 
lumps from 2 1/2 miles up' 22 
jumper aircraft. JMU student 
discounts! www. srrvdVveo/afige com 
1-877 DIVESKV 
Sponsors Wasted lor MS ISO 
Bicycle Tour • On September 22 
23 i win be joining the National 
Multiple Sclerosis Society for a 
150 mile bicycle tour of the 
Shenenooefi Valley to raise money 
for research into MS Anyone 
interested in sponsoring me or 
who wants more into, please call 
566-3820. e*nM rnartnds*|mu edu. 
or stop in at the Computing 
Support office m the basement of 
Frye    Dweyne Martin 
Place A Classified Ad la The 
Breeiel $3.00 for the first 10 
words. $2 00 for each additional 
















This offer is good 
Sept. 6. 2001 
through Oct. 31. 
2001 and only 
applies to 
advertising in the 
"For Sale" section. 
Ads must be 20 
words or less. Offer 
applies to individual 
items only. Retail 
stores and 
businesses do not 
qualify for this 
special offer. All 
ads are subject to 
Breeze approval. 
Don't miss 




For more information and assistance 
regarding ihe in*esti|[aium Of laasBdSf 
business oppodunilicv COatJJd ihc 
Better Business Bureau. Inc 
I Ml 333 IBM 
FREE LONG DISTANCE 
(SO CALL THE PARENTS ALREADY 
Plus a full range of plans 
FROM 200 TO 3500 ANYTIME MINUTES, 
starting as low as $30.* 
AT&T 
we get it. 
1-877-CALL SUN 
SunCom store locations 
SunCom 
Member of the ATIT Wirelwi NflwV 
store hours: monfri 9a-7p, sat 10a 6p. sun Ip-Sp 
Harnsonburg 
Marketplace Shoppes 
(across from Valley Mall near Books-A-M.iiionl 
1866 East Market St. Suite B 
Ml Ml MM 
Stiunton 
Shenandoah Plus 
(across from Colonial Ma 
1*08 Greenville Ave 
MO 255 8380 
Corporate Sales 866-353-6094 (loll trrel 
shoe endue www S-r.Com com 
Exclusive Authorized Dealer x}» 
S2S ecirveuon lee and 12-month tervice agreement <equ«ed Limited time offer lo> dee d<g<tai phone requires new activation on SunCom Superstates service plans only Free phone Mated to certain models Selection may 
vary 'Superstate. XfotX tervice plan does not include neuorwde long distance which <i Mled at IS per mnute InternatKinal long rlntanca cats are not included, nor aie caHt mat require a cred*. card ot operator 
assistance to complete SunCom reserves the right to terminate your agreement rl more than »\ ol your overall minutes are not on the SunCom Network SunCom service available tor 
tpecihed ZIP codes only Other restrictions apply See stores Mr detaes 
i 
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On September 7th, 
enjoy your free breakfast at 
The Commons, South View, and 
Stone Gate bus stops from 8-9 a.m. 
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign 
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE 
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year! 
The Commons 




i   Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o pm 
